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Bridgewater State College

October 20, 1977

Spring Registration

In Memoriam

November 9 (Wednesday): 9:00-11:00-Class of 1978 and Graduate Students

*Students in the Class of 1980 and the Class of 1981
have been assigned a registration group by means
of a lottery system. Lists indicating the student's
November 10 (Thursday): 9:00-11:00-·group will be posted throughout the campus prior
to registration. You may register only with that
Class of 1979
group or a later one. EACH STUDENT IS
Junior and Senior Elementary and Special RESPONSIBLE FOR SECURING THE GROUP
Education majors scheduled to student teach DO NUMBER ASSIGNED.
NOT register at this time~ You will be registered by
your department according to your teaching November 16 (Wednesday): Late Registration-assignment.
1:00-3:00, Student Union
November 14 (Monday); Class of 1980*
9:00-10:30--Group I
10:30-12:00--Group II
1:00-2:30--Group In
2:30-4:00--Group IV
November 15 (Tuesday): Class of 1981*
9:00-10:30--Group l
10:30-12:00--Group II
1:00-2:30--Group III
2:30-4:00--Group IV

SPECIAL STUDENTS may register only on
November 16 from 1:00-3:00.
Students who are unable to register with their
assigned group may register with any scheduled
LATER group. A late fee will only be charged for the
scheduled late registration.
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS--Arrangements for
registration should be made with the Registrar's
Office before Nov~mber 8.

We Need Teachers!!

)y Jean St. Andre
'Tm sorry, all sections of CA 200
\Oral Communications), are
closed." Heard that before? Unless
you're one of the lucky few, you've
probably heard that several times at
several registrations.
The Communications Arts and
Sciences Department has a very
severe teacher shortage. This
problem is partially due to the
retirement of Dr. Pitts,_ the transfer

of Dr.. Deitz, a leave of abscence by
Dr. Skalny, and Sabbatical leaves by
Professeur Dunne and Dr. Levine.
According to Dr. Richard J.
W?\rye, acting chairperson of the
department. communi<:atiof]s is a
growing field,but the teacher supply
is lessening instead of becoming
greater. Warye recollected that
when the department was in its
beginning stages, they projected 85·
90 majors in communications with a

need of 12 teachers to fully
accomodate the needs. Presently,
the department has ·178 majors,
numerous minors, and only 6 full
time teachers.
Currently, eight visiting lecturers
are teaching Some of the
communication· classes. "They are
all highly qualified", Warye added.
These visiting lecturers are teaching
such courses· as Oral Communicacont. p. 4

Cardinal to VisitBSC
The Most Rev. Humberto
Cardinal Medeiros, the Archbishop
of Boston, will be celebrating Mass
at the Catholic Center on October
·30 at the. 10:45 celebration. Cardinal
Medeiros a 61-year-old native of
the Portuguese Azores who
replaced the late Richard Cardinal
Cushing in 1970.
Cardinal Medeiros migrated to
the United States in 1931 and was
naturalized 9 years Jater • in 1940.
Meanwhile, he attended· school in
Fall River, Mass., the Bristol County
community to which he had come
from the Azores.
The future Archbishop of Boston
and Prince of the Church studied for
the priesthood at the Catholic·
University of AmericCl, Washington,
D.C., and was ordained in St.
Mary's Cathedral, Fall River, for the
Diocese of Fall River on June 15,
1946. AtC.U., he earned the Master
of Arts degree (M.A., '42), the
Licentiate in 'Sacred Theology
(S.T.L., '46), and the Doctorate in
Sacred Theology (S.T.D., '52).
In the years 1949~1950, he was
engaged in research at C.U. and at
the Gregorian Univeristy in Rome.
Upon his return to Massachusetts,
he· was named· associate pastor in
. Holy Name parish, Fall River (195051) .. Duringthe next three years he·
served in the diocesan Chancery in
F all River as an assistantch~mcEdlor,
as chaplain at Sacred Hearts
Academy, and as Vicar for Religious
in the Diocese.
He was ordained tothe episcopcy
on June 9, 1966, and named second
Bishop of the Diocese of
Brownsville, Texas. While still
serving in .Brownsville, he was
named by CRITIC magaizine of
.Chicago. as .one of the 12 leading

is
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Bishops who held the most promise
for the future of the Church in the
United States.
When Pope Paul VI announced
acceptance. of the resignation of
Cardinal Cushing, he simultaneously announced that- the Car-dinal's
successor would be the Bishop of
Brownsville. Thus Bishop Medeiros
became Archbishop-Designate of
the Archdiocese of Boston ..
Archbishop Medeiros was officially
installed in Holy Cross Cathedral on
October 7, 1970. Within a month,
Cardinal Cushing of Boston had

The campus and all who knew him lost a good friend and excellent
professor last Thursday with the passing of Professor Lester Houston.
P?ofessor Houston was and shall be remembered as a dynamic, a
strong, and above all, a genuine individual.
His contributions to the students who knew him personally,as well as
the contributions he has made to the Bridgewater Campus, shall deeply
effect the outcome of many.
On a personal level, he was above·board, candld, and straightforward.
He was not afraid to express his opinions and feelings and he encouraged
students to do the same.
In the classroom he was motivating and challenging.. Prof. Houston'
encouraged his students to strive for academic excellence, to be the best
they could be.
Perhaps his major contribution to the Bridgewater campus was the
initiation. this year of the Social Work Major within the Sociology
Department. Prof. Houston was responsible for the entire program
which makes Bridgewater one of the two state colleges that have fully
accredited Social Work Majors.
The background of Prof. Houston is impressive and inspiring ...upon
gradl:lating from Newton Public Schools, he attended Howard University
and received an A.B. degree. He went on to receive his Master of Social
Work from Boston University. Prof. Houston had also done graduate
work at the Florence Heller School of Brandeis University. His work
· experience includes being a lecturer at MIT, Simmons College, School of
Social Work at the University of North Carolina at -Chapel Hill. He had
served as the director of the Roxbury Comprehensive Community
Health Center, and served as the Director of the Summer Training
Program for the Commonwealth Service Corp. of Boston .. On the
campus itself he worked with students establishing social work
internships.
.
,
. Prof. Houston was an admirable individual to be remembered am
revered.

churches' stance on abortion with
his "In Defense of Unborn Human
Life" where he spoke against the
growing laxity of birth control and
abortion laws.
Throughout the years, there were
-regular meetings of the Archbishop
of Boston with dignitaries of every
level ~with thePople himself in the
Fall of both 1971 and 1972, with exPresident Nixon at the White House
on Nov. 14, 1971, with Mass.
Governor Francis W. Sargent at the
latter's inauguration on Jan. 7. 1971,
I --~-----.
.
.
I
and with many, many more.
The . Archbishop regularly visits I
I
parishes throughout the 2500
I
square-miles of his See. He has kept
I
up the practice established by his I
I
predecessor of sharing ThanksI
giving Dinner with the lonely and
Class·
of
1980
I
I
homeless.
I' ,
President: Jeff Hawkins
On Friday. February 2, 1973, the II .
I
news all New England had been
I
expecting for so long was I
I
S.G.A. Assistant Treasurer:
announced: Archbishop Medeiros I
had been named by Pope Paul VI to I
Cheryl Lightfoot
I
the Sacred College of Cardinals. I
I
The letter. from Pope Paul· to the I
I
Archbishop of Boston . was dated I
I
January 18,)973, but was held in the I
Class of 1981
strictest _confidence until the I
I
•.announcement from Rome.
I
President: Peggy Doherty
new
visited. all· At a press confernce in his home I
I
Vice~President:
to be ejected on
areas of the Archdiocese to meet that morning, just three hours after I
I
priests~ reljgious; and people the news had been made public, the
Monday, October. 24, 1977
I
I
persona!Iy .. a practice he continues Cardinal·Designate insisted that the I.,
ISecretary:
Donna
Corio
to this day. He offered special new honor. was not his, but I
I
Tre-asurer: Roberta Hayes
Masses for and with his Boston's.
I
~'exceptjonal childrer/' the aged, . It is with this background of His
Social Director: .Tammy Alandel
I
I
infirm, and imprisoned. He presided Emminence that the entire I
I
Senators: Nancy Paglione
at hospital, school,arid youth Bridgewater commuhityawaits his I
I
functions. His care,fot the poor and arrival. We are especially privileged
Pauline Dumaise
I
for other victims of modern society, that the Cardinal chose BSe to
I
I
Robert
DeYeso,
Jr.
for example, was and reamins incJudein his busy schedule. Our
I
I
unwavering.
warmest wishes, and welcome to
Russell
":LaPlume
I
.... _ ....... ____ -·IIiIIIIi!III-"" ___ ........ __ .... -'_""!III'
He violently defended th~ ,th~.9Ndjn~I."
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Editorials
Last week, THE COMMENT ran a poll on the question of
Homecoming Queen. We were pleased with the response from the
college community I as it was as large, if not larger than, the turnout for a
class election. The results of our poll are as follows:
Choice 1: To keep the Homecoming Queen and process as it has been
run in the past - 41%.
Choice 2: To keep the Homecoming Queen and change the, process
-41%.
'
Choice 3: To change the process to include men - 10%.
Choice 4: To eliminate the Homecoming Queen position - 6%.
Choice 5: No opinion, but interested in the issue - 2%.
We feel that the above results show that the majority (82%) of the
students polled favor keeping the Queen, whether or not the process is
changed. Unoficially, most students seem to be very disappointed in the
Homecoming Committee's decision to abolish the position of
Homecoming Queen. Most of the feedback which we have received in
support of the committee was either from Committee or SGA members.
The option now belongs to the college community - if the students
really do want a Homecoming Queen, ask one of the SGA organizations
· or clubs to sponsor the contest. The club or organization may then
present their case to SGA for approval. But hurry, because time is
,limited and you will need a lot of organization and publicity.
Maybe next September, the Homecoming Committee will start off the
year by holding an official referendum, either binding or non-binding, on
this issue. Decisions regarding a tradition such as Homecoming Queen
should involve the whole student body, and not be made on the basis of a
small Committee. A referendum will help avoid the problems and
debates which take up too much of the Committee's time.
Whatever our feelings about the Queen, however, let's put our
arguments aside and get ready to enjoy Homecoming '77 and all the
excellent events which have been planned. Let's make this one of the
best homecoming ever, because, as the theme says, "The Future is
Ours!"

-

--==-:;:;
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Kreskin Is Coming??
Kreskin Is Coming!!
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there. Ail this we can tolerate""-"

Letters
Homecoming
'Dear Editors,
I mean to express my satisfaction
in the Homecoming Committee's
decision to discontinue the process
• of electing a Homecoming Queen.
May I quote Doug Schorr as having
said in the Odober 6 issue of The
Comment, "There was little debate
given to the issue ... If? I feel that
weeks of discussion and
consideration is generous for such a
frivolous issue.
'
Also in the Oct. 6· issue, in an
editorial response, (by the way, how
often does an editor arrive upon'the
opportunity to respond to news
items that haven't been published
and circulated?) it was argued that
"there are many women on this
campus who have more traditional
viewpoints and, in fact, would be
uncomfortable if they tried to
change their views." Can not
traditionalism intersect progres·sivism for a healthy realm? I
consider myself a traditionalist of a
sort; I like baseball t ,Sunday mass,
apple pie, the institution of family,
etc.But, there is a definite distintion
between the traditions I exercise
and the static routine that the editor
may be endorsing. An example: in a
more .extreme· situation, the the
annual stoning·to-death of an
arbitrary community member, as
aepict in Shirley Jackson's ''The
Lottery" was an unquestioned
tradition. Even the most "old·
fashioned" of people, upon encount·
ering the universably read and
acknowledged story, would have to
agree that some traditions are
worthless, if not damaging.

'I. am not implying that the
Homecoming Queen custom is fatal
or detrimental; I do feel that such a
sexist display can not be be:neficial,
except perhaps to the egos of the
nominees.

As

I understand it, the
Homecoming Cominittee is open to

aae
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because there are things one is
to sacrifice for the advantage .
of lIVIng on our own, away form
willi~~

.

h.ome;, and with the current. dorm
sItuation on campus we realIze we
r..J
should be grateful to have a room o f :
any sort. Yet when a person pays 1
the rent we pay, and bears the
bur.dens that we do, and is n~t even
entItled to a hot shower In the
y'11(?rning I can't help but fe~l.we ~re
bemg served a grave InJustice.

,a'~ ~ ~
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,
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ThE:? Committee is supposed to
represent the views of ' the B.S.C.
•
students." This statement doesn't
help his case. In the 10·6-1 decision,
each member voted how he/she felt
fit. Mr. Schorr, are you suggesting
that the 10 members should have
•
voted contrary to their rational view
points, and not have excercised
their freedom of decision?
I agree with Chris McCarthy that
if the students at 8.S.C. really
cared ... they would have shown up
for the meetings.
Schorr also· questioned Carole
To the College Community: We
Hamilton, Homecoming Committee
would like to tke this opportunity to
Chairperson, on how she intended
extend our sincere thanks to Rick
to make this homecoming the best 'Veno,· Jay Leech, Dan Breer,m the
, ever without a Queen.
town 'selectman and the police
(established 1927)
His suggestion t to "stage a
officers for their cooperatioom in
fashion show" was intended to be
making .our
2nd Annual
Editor-in-Cbief
sharp and funny. But, actually the
Oktoberfest" a great sucess. We
Vicki Smialek
Queen's half· time appearance holds
hope everyone·· had an enjoyable
Managing
Editor
about as much significance as a
News Editor
afternoon and we look forward to
fashion show would; none!!
seeing you this spring at the
Robert A. Cote
Jean St. Andre
Schorr daime that had a
"Springfest."
Sports Editor
Cultural Arts Editor
referendum been held, the
Thank You again
Jo Ann Merzigian
Karen Tobin,
committee would have voted
Chris McCarthy
differently."I ask him how he can be
Peter Hayes
Assistant. Photography
Photography Editor
so "undoubtedly" sureif he asked
Editor
Michael Eunice
every single student and alumni, or
Joni
Dahlene
id he conducted a sompletely
Graphic Arts Editor
Assistant Graphic
unconditional random sampling poll
across the entire college
On Tuesday, October 4th at
Arts Editor
Chris McCarthy
community, then he could be
12:30 p.m., a very upsetting and
Jim Harrington
"undoubtedly" sure.
,discouragingexperience happened
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Imagine if the House of Rep's
to me. While· in. the girls' locker
Debbe
Evans
Mary Sullivan
chose to conduct a poll on every
room in the gym, I momentarily left
issue of debate. that seemed to hold
my pocketbook and gym bag in a
Office Manager
Contributing Editor
closed dressing room to check on
obsolete value. The 17 members of
Peggy Cormier
Joan Thibeault
the Homecoming Committee are
the condition of the pool. It had been
analogous to the Representatives;
closed earlier that day because of a Advertising Staff: Robert DeVido, Debra Harkins" Joan Thibeault.
tosed students who feel slighted for
ph imbalance. Later, much to my
astonishment, I found that a Newswriting Staff: Gil Bliss, Therese Caron, Donna Corio, Robert DaVido,
not being represented, directly or
indirectly, at the decision making
substantial sum of money was ~Diane Doucette,Elaine Light, Anne McAdams, Doug Schorr, Regine Zwerger.
stolen from my wallet. As I am a Photography ~taff: Joseph McDonald, Frank Nackei.
sessions, have no one to blame but
themselves.
commuter, it is necessary that I
Again, my compliments to the
have gas, lunch, and emergency Production Staff: Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan, Colleen Desmond, Sharon
Elliott, Kathy Goudie, Barbara Harrison, Nancy Inman, Susan Laflamme, Joseph
Homecoming Committee for the
money, with me.
I am absolutely appalled to think MacDonald. Debbie McKinnon, Charlotte Mankus,'Jeanne Manty, Anne .Marie
efficient surging of this statJe, passe
tradition., that a fellow schoolmate would Minelli, Kathy Towle, Abel Gonsalves, Michelle Tremblay., Debbie Witkos.
enter my private belongings and
Karen M. Ryan
Sportswriting· Staff: Jim Bjllings, Candice Killion, .Doug Mildram.
Class of 1978
remove my hara.earned money. I
only hope that whoever took it was Tom O'Brien.

'Ed.I to rl.al Bo a rd M ee, tz·ng "'t

I

t

11 ·30
,t
~?t~::'urelimitstowhatonecando .Mandato.ry
COMMENT
~~~~r~riis~rraineCredit
'E.O.P. Staff workers meeting
Oktoberfest

l. . .. 11:30.
~bt

t
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"Ripped Off"

The H10ll·

~~~~~d~~~~~~~

___________________~~____ I

. h
h
d'
more than myself.
THE COMMENT is a. studen.t suWOr.ted. and operated· weeklll
enoug ve ement
eSlre' to
My reason for'writing this letter is
<.7
· maintain the Queen's reign could
newspaper serving the academic community of Bridgewater State
have and would have found enough Dear Editor,
to make the campus· community
College. Editorial policy is determined by the· Editor.in·Chie! in
time to attend a few meetings, even We, the students living at Great Hill
aware that unfortunately dishonesty
consultation with the Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material
though they may ha~e busy dorm, have put up with:fir alarms at
is a reality on campus. Hopefully, by
printed herein isIorbidden without the expresseq written permission of the
"involved in activities, 30rking. at all hours, workmen parading the
reading this" others will be extra
I;ditor·in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encouraged but are/imUed to 250
. t he
careful with their personal
·
. th. at s t'arts at seven In
various jobs, or studying
for ha I,IS, nOIse
word'5 or Iess. L e tters, c1:1'
aSSIJle·d·'
·ad
uertlSements
and -aII other written
upcoming tests. Schorr went on to m or n i n g, Ie aId n g 5 howe r s.
belongings so this disheartening
rnaterialis subject to condensation. Advertising rates will' be ouailable
say ''Time does not allow then to leaking, noisy radiators, dirty dishes,
incident is not repeated.
upon request. All correspondence should be addressed to:, THE
show up fot meetings of this sort. . no. sil~er'\Alare afl9 Jast but·no.Heast ,Besp~jc#ylly.':'V_ri,t~'?~",
, ;,'" :'
COMMEN7:" Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA; ext. 2600r
i
'part1y' .,:~ iAnn
i . 3 0 4 ' - ' i ~1 ',' ;'i ;,J;' ;, ,: 1 ) ,f '\ 1 :'; ': "~ i' ".J .. •:":.,,.l •.
"; , '
An uway·, they shouldn't h' aVi.e t'o'.. ; 'surround.'. ihg's'I,tllat ·ar~·"orili'l·
;;t __
ClassP:;.1,N\~:Ni9ql~tti~
of 1978
·"'4~.11 •• ~.H.If
"-.Mrc~4"·II'''.''.Ifi.~ItO~".I'I''W-I!IC.'''''''''
C'

;;tt

't.
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Day Care Center Has New Home
by Donna Corio
The Early Childhood Learning
Center, located in Tillinghast Hall is
"an open-ended, activity-centered
program." One of the main
purposes of the program is to
provide low-cost, educational child
care service for children of students
that attend BSC, and for children of
the faculty and staff, and also for
children of Bridgewater and the
surrounding communities.
One of the primary concerns of
the .Center is helping, children
develop social, emotional, and
intellectural skills, as well as physical
development, creativity, and self·
sufficiency.
One of the main problems the
Center faces is that of space and a
limiting budget. The center was
originally located in the basement of
Pope Hall, which provided an
adequate, habitable area for the
staff and students. It seems that Jast
year, the Center wasn't even made
aware that they would have to leave
their present surroundings. In fact,
it appears that they were literally
"kicked out". The Center didn't
even know whether or not they
would be back this year until the
"eleventh hour". The ·abrupt and
forced move of the Center's
location, students and staff
members, was the cause of many
further complications.
The Center packed its belongings
but were not given any help in
relocating by the Bridgewater State
Maintenance Dept.; the staff was
given the run-around treatment and
forced to appear before many
various committees. It was finally
two weeks later, along with the help
and support of students and
parents, that the Center proceeded
to move out of Pope Hall. It also
seems that even when the Center
was in,. the middle of. negotiations
with the···BSC Administration,
construction crews moved in and
started working admidst the
, materials and property of the Day
Care Center.
While other suitable arrange'ments were supposedly bein~ made

for the Center's relocation, the loss
of valuable materials resulted, due
to the care that the- maintenance
people provided,' during this
transitionary period. The most
grieved of the materials lost was that
of a carpet, which was very
important· in· combatting the noise
problem.
The Day Care Center has a very
commendable rating and a program
of high quality in comparitson with
other centers of this sort. The idea
for a program of this nature was
incorporated in 1972 and was finally
put into existance in January of
1973. Two very important reasons
why the Center is still in existence
today and manages to maintain
such a high quality program is the
presence of two very dedicated
women.
One of these women is Dr. Hazel
Schopp, an Assoc. Prof. in Health
and Physical Education, who was
involved in the original request of
such a Center when it was still just
an idea. Dr. Schopp also teaches
Elementary Education two days a
week at the Burnell school in
Bridgewater, besides teaching her
regular classes here at the college.
The other is the Director of the
Early Childhood Center, Joan
Larason. Ms. Larason, who has an
Early Childhood Degree, has been
with the Center 5 years and has
certainly had more than her share of
problems.· It would seem that to be a
director of a Center such as this,
one would not only need an Early
Childhood degree, but a law degree
and also be a qualified C.P.A. The
Center is truly lucky that Ms ..
Larason has remained firm in her
position as director and has had the
determination and courage to
handle the many complicated
barrage of problems which have
been unfairly thrust upon her and all
who are involved with"the Center,
The Center is under S.G.A.
sponsorship. Although the center is
provided free rent and utilities, it
must purchase all its own materials.
The Center does not receive state
funds, which is not the case for
Salem State College or U-Mass

1

Amherst.
The fee of the Center is low in
comparison with Public Kindergarten. The tuiton is based on a 33
week program operation schedule-16 weeks in the Fall Semester, 17
weeks in the Spring Semester.
There is awaiting list at the Center
which presently has an enrollment
of 25 students. 60% of the children
are student's children and 40% are
community children. The B.S.C.
Student gets a slight break tuitionwise because of the S.G.A.
allocation.
Although the Center has faced
many setbacks and is continually
being plagued with money and
space problems, it is lucky in the fact
that it seems to have the support of
the S.G.A. Joe Lamothe President
of S.G.A. and S.G.A. member Al
Silva have visited the Center on
occasion to become better
aquainted with the Day Care facility
and to give them support in their
effort to have a high quality,
functional program.
The importance of such a Center
cannot be stressed strong by
enough. It has a wonderful adult child ratio, and offers many various
activities. The Center's· programs
help to develop the verbal skills of
the children and also teaches vital
and essential body movement. The
educational focus is centered on
science, music, language, reading
(ect).
The Center, if expanded could
provide job oppertunities for B.S.C.
graduates. There is at present two
former B.S.C. Students now
leaching at the Center, Dianne
\Vermert and Jim Perry, both were
-;tudent teachers the previous year
and were hired back.
The Center is open Monday
through Friday, 7:30 a.m. unti15:00 t,
p.m;,anyone having any type a!'
spare .rugs or any other useful
materials, please feel free to donate
them to the center. It would be
greatly appriecated and of
tremendous help in providing better
facilities for the Center and its
children.

Teacher Prep. And Placement
By Robert DeVido
The Office of Teacher the selective retention program.
Preparation and Placement is on the The Office's duties in this area
first floor of Tillingast Hall, and consist of recieving applications
serves all students involved with the from students seeking acceptance
education field. The Director of this ' into the Teacher Preparation
Office is Professor Arthur F. Baker, Programs, determining whether the
who has served in that position for criteria for acceptance have been
eight years. Prior to that he worked met, and them being certain those
many years in the public school criteria are maintained. In
administration field in various conjunction with these responsibilipositions in New England, including ties it maintains files in which there is
a dozen years in the superinten- the necessary documentation of
dency.
met criteria involving such areas as
"[here are four major functions of speech and English proficiency,
this Office. The first is monitoring health,> acceptable academic

students choose schools in the
general vicinity of their hometown
or BSC 00 their student teaching.
The Placement Office for
Professional Education, located in
standing, and forty contact hours
with· youth. other than student the Teacher Prep and Placement
teaching. There were between 500 Office, is anotherfundion of which
the student can take advantage.
to 600 student teachers sent out
The purpose of this Office, in this
from this 'Office last year.
The next major·function is to aid
matter, is to serve students who
the student. -in finding· and then
wish to establish a credentials file for
arranging off-campus student· teaching positions. They should
teaching assignments. ThisOffice in
register and complete the
conjunction with Department
appropriate forms at this office. This
Heads and the Coordinator of
aids students when they are
Secondary Education Experiences
applying for teaching positions and
decide whether or not a particular
need proper records and references
school or its progr:am is suitable to
for submission to potential
the student's· program. Most
employers.

to

The final function is to process
the Institutional List for Teacher
Certification. This list, when
completed, is forwarded to the
Bureau of Teacher Certification and
. Placement, 31 St. James Avenue,
Boston, which processes it and
them issues the appropriate
teaching certificates for use in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. '
. Findings based. on evaluation by
supervisors and cooperating
teachers plus a survey of newley
graduated students give evidence
that a very good percentage oI'
student teachers who acquire
teaching positions upon graduation
are successful in them.

,Ming-Ju Su. is An International Student
by Regine Zwerger
This is Minq - Ju Su. from -the

•

Republic of China (Taiwan} ... Ming
Ju, or "Julie", as one can read on the
door to her room in Pope Hall, hold

~J. ! );. ~ ._.~. JJ~'..

..

.andClaire.Kqs;~e, of t h e .
Students.
Ss,OcJjatt0l1. Claire'was not pictur~d,in/f'~LUJ~~~'s issu,e..
j;

the office of Vice:President of the
that I didn't -dare talk to anybody",
ISA.
she declares, smiling, becuase now
Julie came. to America in 1972 she often has to demonstratively
because she Uwanted to do .shut the door to her room if she has
something different", and the fact
studying to do. "I also used to show
that most other family lives in New
much more respect towards older
England influenced her cedision
people; especially teacher; they
toward Bridgewater. After having
have a great deal more authority at
spent a short. time in high school to
home."
,
improve her English, she started at
This statement as well as the
sse as a math major. Now she is in
"greater liberty" in the "land of the
her senior year and will graduate
opportunities", which:· has been
after this semester. So I caught her
mentioned .by all. international
just in time for giving a mainly
students I have talked to,and not in
positive feedback, and also some
suggestions for "minor amend· . the least, her preference for good
food (especially Chinese food) can
ments"- concerning the dormitory
policy: ..
be . considered 'as the main
differences Julie had to adjust to in
Despite the "big sister" in the
background who lives near 'America.
On the other hand, Julie loves the
Bridgewater, Julie had to struggle in
campus life, although she at times
the beginning· as did . most of tne
prefers to stay in her room listening
international .students - a fact one
to classical music instead of going to
wouldn't believe, talking to her now.
"As the youngest of 6 children, I was the R~!~sk~~l~r.. SQe plso ~~eps I
so shy when I camettifhe C61le~e 1 busy q~ ~ m~mper; .o.f the yoll~~~al.t

team.
"The college is just small enough
not to get lost", she says and all in all
she regrets having to leave school in
January.
"The only difficulty I have had is
that I didn't know where to go
during the vacations when the
dorms close", Julie continues, "I
. think the dorm administration
should consider the special needs of
international students in this
respett."· What Julie would suggest
is: "If the number of the
internationals keeps increasing as it
is the fact now, why couldn't one
dorm st<,iy open during the
vacations?"
But such difficulties won't affect
her much longer, because after her
graduation, Julie first of all wants to
return to China, butHsomeday",she
says, "I'll come back to America and
: if f find,~jPfi~J~pe firl,qot!~t~ti1tics" ~
I guess ~11~,~y:.
." II' i , :
, !
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many guest speakers to be
presented by the Political Science
Club this year, so be on the watch
foe many more interesting lecturers
here at B.S.C.!!

~bt·
~rtna
prtStnttb bp'

Meetings

tbt political science club

The Political Science Club will
meet on the following dates this
semester:
Thursday, Oct. 27
Thursday, Nov. 10
Thursday, Dec. 1
All meetings will be held on room
L-238 and are scheduled to begin at
11 a.m. on the above dates. We'd
like to see you there.

remembering what he said. He
credited Mark Twain and Will
Rogers with his success. With~ut
their one-liners:ldon't tell jokes, I
-Jerry Oakman
just report the facts," Mr. Flavin
The political science lecture doubted he would have ever been
series got off to a roaring start this inspired to develop his unusual
past Wednesday night. With a near commentarystyle.
capacity crowd on hand, political
Mr. Flavin opened the final half of
satirist Dick Flavin. of WBZ his lecture to questions, or as he so
Channel 4 fame captivated his aptly put it, "Are there any
audience at B.S. (? for over an hour. questions that I can try to avoid?"
However, since it would be an During this period Mr. Flavin
injustice to Dick Flavin and myself if offered both insight and opinions
I wer't to simply reiterate some of his regarding television broadcasting.
brilliantly witty poems, songs, or He spoke of how it took hem, a
remarks, I will confine myself to Stonehiol graduate with a degree in
summarizing the evening's events.
government, eleven years before he
For the first thirty minutes,Mr. was hired by Channel 7{ and later by
Flavin explained why he chose to ChanneI4}.For those with hopes of
communicate the political entering the communications
happenings of Massachusetts medium, }.e suggested that
through the use of satire and specialization in a specific area
comedy. Basically, he stated, one within the fields of journalism, radio,
had to do some thing rather or television is a musto-if
humorous to break the monotony of employment is what you seek.
political graft and corruption. Mr.
All in all, for those who attended
Flavin further explained that his the lecture, it was an evening well
unique style as a satirical television spent. Dick Flavin has the rare
commentator was an attempt to talent of making something serious
capture the full attention of his come out funny.PS. Remember
audienc .e in the hope of them Dick Flavin was only the· first of

Dick Flavin

TRIP
The Excursion Committee of the
Political Science Club will meet on
Thur$day, Octo1?er 20. The meeting
is in room L-238 at 11 a.m. This is an
important meeting, as the
committee will be discussing the
United Nations model conference.
All committee members are urged
to attend.

T-Shirts
PS .. .I LOVE YOU
Political Science at SSC
Political Science Club T-shirts
NOW ON SALE. Cost: $3.00;
Across from the bookstore
October 18-21. 9 am·2 pm.
•

OKTOBERFEST!!!
A.

SUCCE SS PVL

o k. TOBE.~FE 5T.

One thousand hot. dogs a,.d 50 kegs 0/ beer were consumed at tf
2nd Annual Oktober/est at Leach's G'rove on October 16th.
~r.iii

•

~
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The 2nd Artnual Oktoberfest t
sponsored by the "Students for a
Better SSC", proved to be quite
-the success this past Sunday.
Plenty of beer, good. music and
RAIN were on the agenda and a
good time .was. had by all. The
'''festers'' began to roll into the
beautiful grounds of Leach's
Grove around 11:00 am to the
music of the Cougherty Sisters
and Uncle Sid, and most of them
braved the rain and raw weather
until the final song of Spruce's last
set was played at 5:30 pm.
One thousand hot dogs (steamed
in beer, of course) and 50 kegs of
Old Milwaukee beer were
consumed by the same 1100
"festers". It seemed it would be a
"respectable" day at the start, with .
the sun peeking through the douds
intermittently, but all doubts were·
removed for "Sunday Number 8-ina-row" of RAIN by 2:30 pm. The
shelter-seeking crowd huddled
under the pavillion and the beer
shed for refuge from the deluge.
The police reported the crowd
"well-behaved", and the staff
workers "completely' in control" of
the poe pie at all times. The lines for
beer were long .and full of thirsty
people, but everyone who wanted to
had a buzz on and seemed to be
enjoying themselves - for thafs the
idea of the Oktoberfestl

•

We need
Teachers!

••

. (cont. /rom p. 1)

Club Rosters ~

Announcements
A ITENTION, SENIORS!
Degree application cards for May graduation must be filed in the
Registrar's Office by December 1, 1977.

FREE BUS TRIP TO MYSTIC SEAPORT
Trip includes free bus transportation and a meal furnished by the Food
Service if you have a meal ticket. Admission to Mystic Seaport is $1.50.
Bus leaves BSC on Saturday, October 22, at 8:30 a.m. and returns
between 5 and 6 p.m. Sign up with Mrs. Green in the History
Department. Sponsored by the History Club.
HELP!!
THE COMMENT needs people interested in recent history of the
college and/or the fiftieth anniversary issue. If interested, see Bob Cote
or JoAnn Merzigian in THE COMMENT office or call at ext. 260 or 304.

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY?
Come to the Progress Office and sign up to be a tutor. The
Progress/Outreach tutoring program is looking for qualified people to
work with students who are having trouble with their subjects. If you
would like to do this for a part-time job, please stop by the Progress
Office in Boyden Hall and speak to Ms. Dorie AuCoin.
BIOLOGY CLUB
All welcome to attend Biology Club meeting on October 24 at 11 :00 in the

Biology Museum.

UBRARY SCIENCE CLUB
The Library Science Department presents the film "The Speaker," on
Wednesday, October 26, at 7:30 in room L304. Refreshments provide
by the Library Science Club. There will be a discussion following the film.

ABOVE AVERAGE AGE STUDENTS
The Above Average Age Students (MAS) held their third meeting on
Tuesday, October 11. The group was represented by students between
26 and SO-plus years of age.
Many things were discussed, including the positive and negative.
aspects of being an AAAS: programs that might inform us about what is
going on at school and how we could become involved--sociaUy as well as
scholastically; a tour of the library (which will have been held by the time
this issue is in print); issues being faced within our own families; and the
possibility of having a day that we could bring our children to school to let
them see where Mom and Dad go each day.
We will begin meeting on Oct. 25 in rms. 205-207 in the Student Union
on Tuesday from 11-12. It's a bring-your-own-coffee time!
Please come--alone or with your friends--and share your ideas and
your needs so that we can make being in school a more comfortable
experience for ourselves, and a less frightening experience for the MAS
to come.

FORENSIC SOCIETY
There will be a mandatory meeting for all members on Tuet. 25 at 11:00 in
the Pit (S:u. Speech officeS) to decide the location of toumamentsfor
the Spring Semester. Please attend!
The Forensic Society will be holding a critical workshop on Sunday,
Oct. 30 at 6:00 in the Pit, which will be OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. At that
time, speeches of different types will be heard and criticized.
Competitors in the Univ. of Maine Tournament MUST be present at that
time and be prepared to deliver their entries.

NEW ENGLAND STUDENT CONFERENCE
"What is the University Preparing You For?' is the focus of a student
conference at Brown University. Providence, R.I., on November 4-6th (8
pm .Friday to Noon Sunday). The cost: $10.00 for food and lodging.
Partial scholarships available. Transportation will be provided.
The keynote address will be given by one ofthe New England area's
well-known teachers, Dr. Howard Zinn of Boston University. He is the
professor of political science at B. U. and author of eight books,
including: The Politics of History, Disobedience and Democracy, and
author of the current hit play EMMA, about political activist Emm~
Goldman.
The conference is co-sponsored by the University Christian
Movement and Christian Fellowship at Bridgewater State. There will be .
workshops with professionals in the major college disciplines and will
focus upon such questions as: How are these disciplines taught? Whom
Do they serve? Are there other options?
There will be; in addition, sessions on black studies, women's studies,
some educational alternatives in this country' and abroad.
'
Students interested, and the conference is open to the entire college
community, should register in ,the Christian Fellowship Office, 3rdfloor,
Student Union.

WANT FIELD EXPERIENCE?
Our Volunteer Department offers a flexible program for students who
wish to apply bookwork to practical field experience. The type of
experience we offer is totally dependent on what you, as a student, would
like to do. Feel free to contact us so that we may help you get started as
soon as possible. Please call: Tracie Fagan and Louise Sangiolo;
Brockton Area Facility / Taunton State Hospital / 824-7551, Ext. 194.

: To: Club and Organization Officers
: tions (CA 200), Voice arid Diction
: From: Dean Martha Jones
: (CA210), and several CommunicaARTS MAGAZINE
.. Re: Club or Organization Roster of Officers
• tioh Disorder classes.
Do you have a creative urge hidden within you? Well, here's your chance
:
RealiZing the PJoblem, Warye to expose it.· The "Arts Magazine" is looking for written, drawn, painted,
: Name/Club or Organization'
:
Please fill in below the information requested for your club or: noted that only two 6fthe full·time
composed or photographed material for, its first issue. We are also
• organization:
• staffers·do not carry overloads. Of looking for dedicated people to staff the magazine. If you are inter,ested in
.:
PRESIDENT,
:
the two who have regular ,12 hour staffing' or contributing to the "ArtsMagazine,j, please contact Ms. Dorie
:
1st VICE PRESIDENT
:
workloads; one is the neW, full-time AuCoin in the Financial'Aid Office.
•
professeur,Dr: Litvin; and the other
:
2nd VICE PRESIDENT;
is a parHime faculty member.
• CORRESPONDING SECRETARY,
:
: RECORDING SECRETARY.
:
Warye disclosed that if students They had many applicants, but more money is appropriated,
• TREASURER
•
would settle for inconvenient time qualified applicants were difficult to personnef problems will reamin.
Until Sabbatical leaves ate
:
ASST. TREASURER
:
slots, then approximately 20-25 find. Beginning with the January
: OTHER
:
other students could be enrolled in semester there will be 11 full time finished and more full time teachers
teachers and several visiting are hired, students area,oing to have
.. CA 200.
•
Title
Name
Name
:
The administration is fully lecturers to fulfill the 39 sections of to fight for seats in classes :
Title
:
Title
Name
:
sympathetic with the plight of the communications courses that will especially because most communication classes are bmited to only 16• Advisor(s)
'. department, and they have be offered.
Personnel problems are acute in '25 students per section. But with a
:
:
authorized the hiring of 2 full time
•
•
replacer:nents for Pitts and Deitz. many departments - one main little hope and more teachers, you
:
Having this information will enable us to answer inquiries from':. Due toa lack of time before school reason that it remains this way is may hear; flYes - there still are
stude~ts~~o are. int,e~~~ted.tn y.our c~~b or :org~n~at~n,i:P:I@~eT~~~\'U:,:. i .~?mlJl~~~9:jt:l'~pt~~ber} only one bfi!capse, .•9/ . the .' budget .' d~ctease openings in that sectjQn!'~ WOl.:ltdn't. l
·.to Offlce pf Student 'Life 'at' earliest cOl'lvemence.,i;T;h~Jl~,ty,ql/!.'r.;:·i ,';, . ""!r' I,. ;., ;0(: the'; two'· .teachers; .'Were ". hired from '. the ~o"n,:tr.n.ci~~~~l~~.,. ;Until tbatbe a nice change? "
.
I :,.
fit • • " • • !Ill ....................... " . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . .'.' • • • •- lit .. lit .• "It
'
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Classi/ieds
c.:

serv ices

Phil
Happy Birthday, Hope you're not too
lonely and have many happy more. Coil.

Intramura l captains--Schlitz now has available
at low cost. shirts which make excellent
uniform s. Good for basketba ll,volley
ball.street hockey,et c. Have your team name
printed on the back Look sharp! Be noticed!
Order now. Contact SCHLITZ campus
represent ative ··MUS HARRIN GTON-Room 208. Durgin Hall. ext. 424.

Joanie: Happy Birthday to you ... etc. I hope
you like the "Bri" poster from Remi and I. The
rest of your present will be on Saturday night._.
Ha Ha ... you have to wait . you little rotter!
Now that you're legal, stay sober. keep
studying, and be a good "Little Sister"? Happy
Birthday Balone!!

Getting married ? INVITA TIONS.
ETCETER A provides you with a unique
collectio n of the finest personali zed
invitati ons. announ cement s. and
monogram med accesorie s for all occasions .
Business ,3nd social stationery .X··mas cards
alsoDISC OUNT,--C all Carol Savas, evenings
at 344-9377.

To Mike Donatelli - Aren't you glad that r'm
letting everyone know that it was your
birthday on Saturday. Sorry this is 5 days late.
but due to uncontrol lable circumsta nces. it
had to be this way. Hope it was happy. Jean
and Beth.
Piglet, How's Ghost Fly? Wouldn't belie~e it"':'
hit it ten times, the ?/!!? thing wouldn't die got thing to get rid of it -- got up and flew away,
a little wobbly though! How was your weekend
with John? Never mind, you better not answer
that if you get my drift!! From, Bones. P.S.
Ghost Fly? Really, Beth!

SCHLITZ hats. mugs. shirts, etc. Low cost
novelty itl~ms now available with the stylish
SCHLITZ emblem. They make excellent gifts
and prize:,. Get yours now! Contact MUS
HARRINGTON~- -Room 208, DURGIN
HALL, EXT.424.

lost and foun d

Big Sister· Note to thank ya for caring.abo ut
my grades. I appreciat e it. Loved your'
chessman cookies, hate fritos, but was
starving. Piglet took all the cheese, fed it to fly
in attempt to kill it. Seriously - thanks for being
there when I need help . Wish we roomed
together - Ha Ha - Little sister. 'SI the Best!!
Thar"!ks for the personal four weeks ago! .
:>ppreciated..

Found; A girl's leather-lo ok vinyl jacket
brought to Lost-and- Found in Student Life
Office. Owner may have by identifying as to
size, color, belted or not. etc. Has been in
LandF for one week, no claimants.
Lost·-A 5 subject Bridgew ater State
Notebook·-Manilla colored-·n o name on it,just
important notes. If you find it. please drop it off
at the candy store in bottom of S.U.--Tha nks.
"A Desperate Kid"

Cath-I'm sorry I've been keeping YOLl uP. but
you must realize that between running around
in circles and this place driving me crazy, my
little old brain does not stop thinking. It keeps
working and working-could it be a bionic
brain? rdoubt it. Remembe r not everyone goes
to bed at 10 p.m. Catch 40 winks for me.-·-·
Love. your roommate

ride/ rider s
Ride neec,ed from Bridgewa ter to Avon. or
(Brockton ) M.W.F. at 4:00, and Tues. at 3:00.
Willing to pay for gas. Contact Marie. Room
103, Science Building-M,W.F. from 3--4. or
Tues. 1-·3, or call 583--6441

Hey. How you dOing Bi? Learn any more about
your condition from a known source, of H.S.lt
must be almost 5 mos. now. well don't worry
you're secret is safe w/us. You shouldn't listen
to everything you hear anyway! Well, you're in
good company. :: ..Bi Bl,··;from Non Bi

COMMU:~ERS:l desperate ly need a ride to
school M and W (or a 9:00 class-·out at 3:00,
and TandX for an 8:00 class··out at 4:00.lf you
come down Vernon Street or Route 104.
please contact me. Barb. phone 697--7660.or
(home phone) 1-763-2571.

To Kathy in Pope.-·--Well your senior year is
finally here. For the past 3 years you've only
gotten better. We've been friendly for 3 years.
lets try for more than that. I'll be in touch.--Your three year admirer

-------,-------------------------

pers onal s

GOOi!y, Dooey & The Chef·-··M anythank s to
you guys for having us over for dinner. George
and Mike, the chicken was delicious!! And. Ed,
we'lI give you credit for the stuffing! Jo, the
drinks were strong, but GOOD, not .. to
mention Cathy, Suzanne & Patty's popovers!
And Glenn. wherever you are. the ~desertU
was the best Ed. 1 hope you "recovere d" after
eating those brownies!f Thanks for the best
dinner party Kingswood will ever have!--Diane, Barbara. Cheryl. Laurie

Carol, Chi-Chi, Oi-Di. Connie. Wally, Ward.
Beaver. Cailiy, Eldridge, Cindy. Sue, Jo-Jo.
Sue-Sue, Cassy. Susy. Wanda. Susan,
Lynnelle. Suzanne, Bob, Peg. Carol. Sue. Ted,
Sue, Afic~!. Sue. Bobby. Susy, Fred. Ethel.
Iron-Man. Wonder Woman. Mike, Walt.
Guy, Butch. Animal, and the Gang in Cell
Blocl< ~'lo. 9. (P.S. And don3t

Octobe r 20, 1977

Sat Nite Live .. _.My pincushio n. The family has
gone its way. We need a homecom ing. 2
o'clock club meets Friday. Kenster needs a
compass for track. Ah Rockport . Parties can't
be the same. Monday, dateline Hangowe r. Mr.
Smoke too much. Homecom ing critics do
nothing but criticize. Jeannie, I'm down but
not out. This year will roll, so stay tuned.
WSHFAY STO_

---------------Welcome back RJ.F.S.!·-··Eat, Eat. Eat, Eat.
Jane you bang who? Who makes brownies
with wheaties. Ash Saturday! Who's got the
pop tarts? Who's a baby? Who got bit on the
ankle by a cow? Who's got thewheati e sheets?
The pumpkin' s got radiation poisoning. Look
up and say ah! Fetal position. Is she still
thrashing about? What about her baby
picture? Tune in next week for where they put
the respirator.----Signed Betty Bark! (woof
wooO

,Hey ..What's this·-Nten to", "in your dreams",
"Eh',? How's your "beer" wall? Dixies did ito.
How was the climb through the windo?
Nickname d? "wiggle" your way through that
one. So-you'v e found u-selves a "Cah". We'll
miss the yawning! How about some Kentucky
Fried Chicken?

Dave, Eaten any "dead fish on a bun lately? you are really "niceguys. How can we get to
$3.02! Good thing someone had that extra2¢.· know you?·_· Two very
friendly freshman---·
·--·No Name Please!
P.S. If you're interested , meet us Monday.
October 17, at the chocolate milk at 12:30.
S.S.·- was informed that you never got a
personal. weU I just couldn't let something like Jim,--·-·-Well, when do
you want your anatomy
that go by. Life is short, so ENJOY.··-the lesson?-·---The Skinny
Girl
Present Unseen

Dear Debbie, So you think that guy likes me,
huh? Well, if he does. then why doesn't he talk
to me? I mean walking by me and making
noises is fine. but I really can't respond to that.
Things would be better if he just talked to me,
don't you think? Maybe he's shy, but I wish he
would talk to me instead of doing that other
stufLl bet he's a really nice guy. Tell me what
you think. Liz

Jo no.8--Hop e you liked my undies. Slim
Tony Costello of East Bridgewater with red
no.24-·Th aoks for the waming...--.Dennls
hair. Why are you putting down P.E. majors.
no.44
You slob, stop drinking and get your hair cut.
A record of 13 days, great.·--Fiex M.C.E.
To Karin: There ain't rio place around the
place, I reckon ... Niagara Falls··slowly I tum,
Steve~You said you never had your own step by step, inch by inch
...Rattle tootle, day
personal. Well there:s ~. first time for dayl. ... Mudda, fadda,
son.
every thing_ Stop by sometIme. Lots of Love .

U

M

Wrestler-What is your ad? Do (will) first
Lee Anne. you have problems! Larry. Kevin,· impressions last? Sorry
fm not good enough
John & Jim to name a few. It must be the busy for you. so YOU think,you'l
! see!!!
season. You're getting as bad as me. Keep u p . ,
.
?
the good work. What will mother Karen say of Karen; lsn t Me a bummer
somehmes ..But try
our behavior ..---·The Sex Maniac
to remember the good times .. .lots ofmghts at
y
the Rat, dancing and drinking...James Taylor
Secret, who's got a secret? I've got a secret. .. concerts._. and what ever else you remember.
Did you know that a green leotard weighs Number 2 tries harder. Yom buddy. Cuffs.
250 on the training room scale,---The Purple
Matthew: A short ride can take more than 3
Cow
hours (or can it?) A twelve foot wall and
Happy 21st to the best race slapper this school walkit~g on wires can
be hazardous to my
has ever seen. You're also tops in our "journal" health. You can bite
the bee~ -ca~s; I'll snap
for being a number 1 roomie.--·Love, the them for you. Oktoberfe
st - lce fights. beer
Anisett Girls
shampoo, ketchup at McDonald's, What a
combination. There's an excellent road at the
'To 82 Girls:--· .. Hey that guy eats just like "Fort", where there.
are headlights. but no
mango. Try that bathroom floor. Big Bird says cars. Baretta has nice.
arms. T.B. w'M.F.S.
they are the best. Floss, why were you on the Irene
fire escape? Looking for the "Big Dipperr - - - - - - - - - -----Joe K. ill -- Next time I'm in Washington. I'll
Soccer Jock .----You're slacking on your stop by to see you,
if I have time, Having a
detective work. How's that itch? Are you still great time with Ryan.
Wish you were here!
the one? Or one at mCiny? Why do I even. Love always ...
bother with you?--·--The Wild Woman
--------------Kathy and Lynne: Is this poster straight? Right
Tony- The next time you go to a soccer . corner up a Iittle?1
w~sh m~. eyes weren't
game ....make a list!
croQked_ The new fum:ture IS pretty he~vy
.,
..
isn't it? I guessI put up mirrors better after I ve
Happy 19th M.E.M.!-.-·-Hope this is your be~t had a FEW!! Remen:ber
~?? Thanks for all the
one yet!·--·--We love you, All ofyourfrie nds at help, I really appreciate
It. ,R.F.
BCS!
To D.S. Too bad you're so obnoxious .-- if you
Ka Ka, ooh ) mean GaGa-Ma ma is watching don't. know what it means.
you Schorr better
you constantly -thru the light socket (hee. look it up! :
hee,hee) Didn't make it in by eight thirty, did -;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;
you? Naughty. Naughty! Mother knows best
you know. Found any pennies lately? Are we
having fish for breakfast? What time did your
alarm clock go off!l??··-·-Love, Mama
*Needed-Fifth bowler for Handicapped Mens
League. Start next Thursday. The league is
M.E.-·----Happy Birthday to our mostfavor ite 8:45 to
1LOO. I will provide a ride to the
roomate! Hope you have a wunerful. wunerful right
peFSQn. If interested ,contact Doc
time!·----Love. Bobby & Sissy
Levesque. Room 117, Durgin Hall,
Extension 392.
To the 3 bii3sorgeous g1.lYS, that sit at the some
table at lunch, near the mllk in Tilly·.··-.·We·ve
PIANIST-Women's gymnastic team needs a
beell admirin~yClu. fr~~ ~a:. W~'v~ h.eard that piano player
to help arrange· and record
the men at 302. Thanks for a good night. fioor exercise music. Sight reading, playing
Keep sweeping the broom. Is the tape by ear·helpful. Set yourown hours.Con tact
recorder fixed? Come visit tis anytime at Ms. Daniels--Kelly Gym. ext, 286.
Crackerb ox Palace. Love, The Singing Trio.

Lindy Lao and H_O.: Mary, you knock three
times and he says "Yes dear".... does he know
about the Dodgers catcher ... you better watch
those Millertalls-they seem to affect your
memory and your sleeping havits ... Heh,
what's this about early morning trips to
Pickerell Pepperell Pond and SIX lines in the
road? .... Good to see you in a partying mood
after your ilIness ... oh to be IrishLYo u
should've danced with him!
Dear MWHMPH-Thanl{ you, again! You have
pulled me through the most depressin g times.
giving me the best advice. You will always be
one of my truest friends, not to mention ... .1
prefer you over ''French pastry" any day.
Yours forever, or until someone better comes
along, H. L.
MOCCTB -Jay's initiation to the Riv; the artist
hits it big with her one-woma n show!,
Monsoon weather hits B-water;. Johlln~1
Carsons 15th anniversa ry, go ._to classes
~uch?, Saturday nite?-3 strikes and your out!
Sleep much? Kemo's a new woman, "the
persistant " one; heh Oepo. we think you
should use the handicap ped ramps now; Mr.
Donuts here we come; the new physical fitness
program; that's all for now, byebye Love, the
over the hill gang
To all those who gave me help and support
after my recent accident-- There are too many
of YOLl for me list you all i~dividually, but you
all know who you are. I am: well on my way to
being completel y recovered . but I couldn't
have done it without you. I know of no way to
thank 'you properly, but I hope you will receive
this snaIl personal with the love an? gratitude
with which I feel. I hope I can also be therewith
help if any of you ever need it. With thanks and
loveror you all. Terry (Beano)

to

want ed

~~~m~~h~~~~~~~ To

and go traffic ... Who --,.-??_ ..Just remember ,
when Irish eyes are smiling ....

Circle Hdding :
W4NTED

As promised last week the cock roaches
speak: We are extremely upset with our hew
tennants. they insist on destroying our home if
the music isn't too loud then the walls and
windows "fall" out. At least the Puerto Ricans
fed us--P.S. Will you guy's please call off Angel·
he scares us. Signed?

Go. ..

LOST & FOUND

PERSONAL
RIDE/RIDERS
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _

BANAN AS!
UNST 0 REI.!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!fI

~!!!!!!Jr HE f

Selling:- army & navy goods

O~ER~

~

__

~

___

camping supplies
• work clothes & shoes
.. war surplus
.. jeans tops & more!

Adloreados/ollows: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

___

:..,..._~----:

-

Debbie and Doreen: Here's the personal I
promised . I never break my promisesp ..and I
never lose a bet. Someday I may make it down
to Newport. If not you can truck it up to.
Boston, and I'll show you the town. Take care
of your bods.
You Know Who

At crazv discoun t prices
go •••

....d'~.Jlol&1
566 FO REST AVE.
BROC KTON, MA

Frank,
Played any McDonald land games
lately? I'll trade you Ronald for 2 apple trees
and 1. policeman!
The Hamburgl er

• '----lO pen 9 am ' 9 pm,~==:.·
Sat lOam - 6 pm

next to Brest Auto

._.~_ •• WITHT HISCOU PON

ADDIT IONAL

1Cl% OFF
OUR'A LREAD Y
CRAZY DISCO UNT PRI·
CES WIT'H SCHOOL
OR COLLE GE I.D.
go .• .

Add~:

To/al atIIQOOt fJflClosed,

__

~

______ __

~

__

~~~

__ .______

army-na vy goods'" war surplus

566 FORES T AVE.
BROCK TON, MA

~

____

MOCCTB ....-(part 2); who'took an exces...ively
longtime in the girl's room Tuesday nitein the
• Rat? Hello; How many?; Table for three
. please!, Who's big brother signed his little
sister's picture without being related? Stop
: babbling Kemo;Fr iends again, there will be a
quiz afterward s, driving to the airport. the
disco turned disco. many rude requestor s, is
I
this a riddle? What's the answer?, that's all for
now, bye. bye
Love. the over the hill gang

•

....d1#tII-' &1

I'.

CIosafi«fs ore
/IX 011 studentll
faculty, Il~. ond ~'''Iion 1)/8St:;.
FQI', all Other=, rota" '1.50 JWf cOlumn inch.
1'lame/f'hQ
M:
_______
_______

McGee)
Karen SA reallv haven't forgotten about you
and the rest of the gang! Remember-I'II be bach:
with you all soon. I've been really busy. 'Til the
next time.·-C.T.

To the Vice·Prez:
You·are a riot! You
definitely deserve a personality award. like a
free keg or something! Always remember: '1s
Drug Man:---·-You are the best! Hope to see this the way to Pope HalI?USi gned, Another
you around all the time. That 1ook" of yours EZ. Guess!!
can't be beat. Love you always.·-Signed. 82 Free lessons in nthe
art of face slapping. Call
Girls
Barbara

""Nina: What's this about a 69¢ Blue Plate
Special? ..You.shou ld watch your Ncatch·upw
drinking·a lot of bucks end. up down the
sewer. .. Been to Somervill e lately? You can
'either go right, straight or take the. left you just

Classified Ad Form
HOUSING

5

Do you have your '77 pumpkin yet? If not,
you'd better take advantage of the GREAT
PUMPKIN SALE, brought toyou by the junior
-class, held across from the bookstore . The
sale is being held for the rest of the week, from
11:00 to 2:00. Get your Jack O'Lantern s while
they last!!!!!!!!!!!

---------------~--------------~----~~$~-

FOR SALE

THE COMMENT'

ever had You're' th~ greatest friends anyone
'could ask for. I love you all. Debbie (Dabber

9

you didn't know that.

Where'syouri:~:

am,

1971 Renclult-16; 32 mpg, 50,000
miles;Michelin radials, excellent body and
interior. good funning condition.
$1500, or best offer. 3 Michelin tires for a
Peugeot·$50.00 for all three! Call 37B·75% (E.
Bridgewater)
Electric heater; Sunbeam 37" 1320(165D,watt,
two speed £an-$20 . Call 697-8508.
Yamaha 12 string guitar·ex cellent
condition.$lOO.OO; Call 947-2453
10 Speed Cardinali bike-$65.00-Telephone
no.- 947-2453
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Can you do a summersa ult? Whats
p.rofound reve.latiOn?· La La

REMINDER.

A·II'
C.·lassifieds
a::::
..
tMus t b Signed
..
e

: mommie? Which way to the little boys' r~.m?=i;!

9 '
pm
• J want to say "thank you" to Joanie, Leslie, ;:;:
Sal 10 am· Bpm
: Cindy, Suc, Mare. Peg, Judy? C~nk. Ma,~gie, :l~~
pen

Two mamlal Typewriters.
1· Olympia, pqrtable,rebuilt ..,.. $15;OO
I·Royal. pm-table,195l... ....... $2Q.QO
Both tor home use only.
.. .
Call 947·8722, after 4:00 .
Contact Steve Foley at the college.

. ....... ~ .............." .. "..•.....;_.....• ""
Mi 'M'i: Y;~,;~ ~~. ~~~~~~~: ~ ~~~ :-~.:.~, i~t:::::;:::~:::::.:::::::;:::::;::::
:::::::::::;:::·:·;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.;.:.:.:.;.:.:.?

: bet
:
:

for sale

•

:~:~

~:~:
::::

m~

. ::::..

Jhe~~lt,QrS~:~:,
:........~.~~: ~:~~~:,•...... ;~: ~~.;'~~.;~;;t. t;:;t;~~B.~::5p!;::':;'<;:';i:;:;~?:;::.';!::;:::::;:;
:::l;:;:j:;i:',::;:,':<':::::::\'
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hat
by Douglas Mildram
After a chain of rain delays, the SSC tennis
team began a four match stretch that will
determine how sucCissful the season will be.
After com pet in individually, in the MASCAC
Tournament (Oct_ 7 and 8) BSC edged North
Adams State (5-4) on Thursday, and blanked
Fitchburg State (9-0) on Saturday_ The Match
against North Adams was a makeup, while
the Bears were forced to play indoors against
Fitchburg State , due to rain. The two wins
give Bridgewater a 4-1 record and only
matches against Westfield Thursday, and
Worcester State on Saturday (both
makeups) remain. Each of these clubs have
improved over last year and should prove to
be tough opponents.
The 5·4 win over North Adams was a
struggle all the way for Bridgewater as they
were without the services of no. 1 player
T omNieva and no. 3 player Joe Reagan_
North Adams, playing their final match of the
season, was taking Bridgewater down to the
wire. With the team score kntted at 4-4, only
the second doubles team of Glenn Guenard
and Rich Agnew could decide the outcome_
After losing the first set to the North Adams
team 'of team of Walker and hannigan, they
foun9 themselves down 2-0 in the second set.

A Racquet

They dug in tough however, and after
breaking serve; went on to win the secone set
7-5. Agnew & Guenard took their momentum
into the third set and became more aggressive
as they jumped out to a quick lead. By
combining some sharp volleys with some
timely lobs, they were able to close out the set
6-4 and the match 4-6, 7·5, 6-4, giving
Bridgewater a hard fought 5-4 victory. Agnew
and Guenard kept their comosure during the
match and should be commended for a fine
effort.
Other matches of the day resulted in the
following scores:
singles
1 Bob Harrington lost 1-6) 3-6
2 Joe McDermott won 6-1, 6-1
3 Glenn Guenard lost 6·4, 6-7, 5-7
4 Rich Agnew-won 6~3, 7-6
5 Doug Mildram won 6-3, 6-3
6 Joe Skowyva won 6-4, 6-3
Doubles
1 Harrington-McDermott lost 5-7, 4-6
2 Agnew-Guenard won 4-6, 7-5, 6-4
3 Goddu-Dion lost 3-6, 0-6
It should be noted that each of the doubles
teams were playing together for the first time
and were at a disadvantage in that respect_
The North Adams doubles teams have been
together throughout the year, and it showed

Saturday was a much easier affair for the
Net Notes:
Bears as they beat Fitchburg 9-0 at the Mt. The Bears sent six players to the MASCAC
Wachusett Tennis Club. This nice facility was tournament held at Frmingham State (Oct.
more than welcomed by the players, who had 7 & 8). this tournament is set up so a State
seen nothing but rain all day. Scores of this College team may send players to compete in
the "A" division (usualJy no_ 's 1·3) or the "B"
match were:
djvision (usually no.'s 4·6)_ A team may also
Singles
_
select one doubles team for each division_
1 Tom Nieva won 6-4, 6-3
Representing Bridgewater were Tom Nieva,
2 Bob Harrington won 1-6, 6-1, 6-3
3 Joe Reagan won 3-6,6-4,6-4
Bob Harrington, Joe Reagan, Joe
McDermott, Glenn Guenard, and Douglas
4 Joe McDermott won 6-1, 6-0
Mildram. All these players failed to make it to
5 Glenn Guenard won 7-5,5-7,7-6
the singles semifinals on Friday so they were
6 Rich Agnew won 6-0, 6-4
out of the competition.for Saturday_ The only
Doubles
players to come back on Saturday were. Joe •
1 Nieva-Harrington won 11-9 in a pro set
2 McDermott-Guenard won 10-3 in a pro set Reagan and Joe McDermott who were
eliminated by a Salem State team (in straight
3 Dion-Goddu won 6-3, 6-2
Salem State which defeated Bridgewater sets)in the semifinals however. Salem
earlier this year, has yet to be defeated by any dominated the tournament and swept
State school and are still playing exceptional everything as they took the "A" an 'E" singles
tennis. If the Bears can defeat both Westfield titles as well as the "A" and "B" doubles titles.
and Worcester, than they wlll finish behindd The BSC "An team of Harrington Nieva was
. Salem with a 6-1 record.
defeated Friday in a tough, hard fought
Many of the Worcester and Westfield match. Tom Nieva, Joe McDermott, Doug
players competed in the MASCAC Mildran, and Glenn Guenard all posted
tournament two weeks ago and faired welL singles victories before going sown to defeat
Bridgewater must put together a solid team later on Friday afternoom ... SPECIAL
effort if they are to defeat these two clubs and CONGRATULATIONS to Paul Dian & Kim
close out the season on a winning note_ Match Godder for winning their first doubles match
times are 2:00 Thrusday at Westfield and 2:00 and to Glenn Guenard also because he finally
Saturday at Worcester. The bus will leave at WON a tiebeaker after a series of tough
losses_ ..

Swim T eaDl Prepares
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Bears Add 2 Wins
by Jo~ Lupica
Over the last two weeks, the soccer team
extended their record to 5-3 with victories
over Worcester State College, Eastern
Nazerene College, and Salem State College.
The Bears, however din not fair too well in
one other game as they lost to undefeated
New England Conference leader, North
Adams State.
High scoring Joe O'Halloran the Bears off
on the right foot Vs. Worcester State with a
goal early in the first half on a feed from Joe
Lupica. Minutes later , Tony Cardoso tallied
an unassisted goal on some smooth dribbling
and fancy footwork. With about three
minutes left in the first half, Joe Lupica scored
on a pass from center halfback Bill Lindquist.
Lindquist, known as Spiderman by his
teamates, has been a pleasant surprise for the
Bears. Only a freshman, Bill has filled that
middle spot adequately and puc ked up some
of the slack on defense.
The Bears felt pretty secure with a 3-0 lead
at halftime, but as the second half started
'Worcester put immense pressure on the
Bridgewater goal and finally dented the Bears
armor for a goal Despite the unsportmanlike
play of the Worcester team, the Bears refused
to quit and their hard work paid off. Mike
McCartin, another freshman sensation, got
the Bears an insurance goal about midway
into the second half. The goal was a great
individual effort, as McCartin picked up a
rebound and rammed it past the goalie for an
unassisted goal. This put the game on ice for
the Bears.
.
The defense played a solid game, led by an
outstanding performance by goalie Mark
Dufresne. Dufresne turned aside 16
Worcester shots and never had a chance on
the lone Worcester goal. Also playing a strong
defensive game were fullbacks John Hibert,
Lindquist and Jimmy "Droopy" Barrington.
In a home game, the Bears scored an early
goal and the defense held up, as the Bears
defeated Eastern Nazarene College by a

----)j¥-l.:~

~~-----

score of 1-0. Again it was Joe O'Halloran
scoring the first goal on feed from Joe Lupica.
At about the 20 minute mark, Lupica broke
down the right wing and crossed the ball to
O/Halloran who put it behind the Nazarene
netminder. Led by John Hibert, whose play
was outstanding, the defense played almost
flawlessly and allowed only 3 shots on goal in
the first half. Also, fullbacks Jim Barrington
and Neal Carey, half-baaks Russ Denver,
Gary muello, Bob Goodwin and Tony
Cardoso, along with with Bill Lindquist and
Mike McCartin, all came through with fine
defensive efforts. Goalie Mark Dufresne who
had a few tough shots in the second half,
came through with another fine effort as he
came up with his second shut out of the year.
In their next game the Bears traveled. to
North Adams· to play the undefeated New
England Conference leader. The Bears

played their hearts out, but couldn't compete
with the great skills and organization fa North
Adams. The Bears fell behind 3-0 at haiftime,
and totally broke down in the second half as
the score ended up 10-0.
However, after that tough defeat at North
Adams, the Bears bounced right back for a
victory over Salem State. Salem, who was in
second place, dropped to third because of the
3-2 defeat at the hands of the Bears. The
Bears jumped on Salem early, and scored two·
quick goals. Sparked by the hustling play of
Mike McCartin, the Bears played inspired
soccer. It was McCartin who fed Tony
Cardozo for the first goal on a great through
pass. Five minutes later, McCartin scored
himself on a comer kick by Joe O'Halloran.
It was a beauttiful play, as Q'Halloran crossed
the ball and McCartin picked it right out of the
air some 12 inches off the ground, and put it

past the Salem goalie. Salem scored near the
end of the half, the half ended, 2-l.
With only a minute gone in the second half,
Salem got a quick goal and tied up the game.
The Bears refused to be down after the goal
and played well. Twenty minutes later. Joe
O'Halloran came up with the game winner, as
Russ Denver shot on goal, the ball slipped
between the goalie's legs to convert the goal.
Horace Carvalho came through with a
super effort in goal as he turned away .
numerous Salem scoring shances. All the
Bears played well despite the horrible
weather conditions. John Hiabert, Neail
Carey, and Jim Barrington could be named
players of the week for their fine pJay. vs.
Salem. State.

Pre-season B-bal}
On Monday, Odober 17 the
1977-1978 Bridgewater State
Basketball season officially opened.
Fifty candidates are seekingtwenty.four positions on either the Varsity
or the Junior Varsity teams.
The first day of tryouts was
marked by great hustle, enthusiasm
and a sense of competitive
togetherness which could provide
that all-important winning attiitude.
The nucleus of the team will be
made up of the returning lettermen;
Doug Daniels and Jack Alalski are
senior co-captains and both have
the leadership qualities necessary to

guide the Bears to a great season.
Rounding out the· lettermen are
. juniors Jim Porrell and Mike Boyle;
sophomores Mike Cheeny. Bill
English, and Terry Riley.
The coaching staff is composed of
head coach Dr, Tom Knudson, and
. his two assistants Barney Ross and
Charlie King, the J.V. coach. Dr.
Knudson is very enthusiastic this
year! aside from having the
lettermen back, there is a wealth of
untapped talent coming up from the
J.V.'s as well as a bumper crop of
Freshmen and Transfer Students.

Want a head-on encounter
with Boston Bruins
star Gerry
Cheevers?

.

Bears Boast 9-1
Record
The Bridgewater State Women's volleyball
has reached a record of 9 wins and 1 loss,
which tops last years record of 8 wins and 8
losses. Bridgewater's only loss was to a strong
team from UNH. Among the teams that
BSC's team dominated were UMass.,'
Northeastern, Bostvn University, Eastern
Nazarene, Barrington, Bates,Mt. Holyo!,e,
Wheaton and University of Connecticut.
Both Coach Ron Manogian and the women
are excited about their success so far this
year. Bridgewater will play Brown University
Oct 19th at. Home. They also will play
,Springfield.at HomeohOct. 29th at 1:00in the
Kelly Gym. The Team looks for your support
throughout the season,' especially at Home
matches. The women will be participating in
the M.A.LA.W. Tournament on Nov. 12th at
Salem State.

p.

hoto by Tim Prencliville

Left to right. First Row-Karen Fleming
(Trainor), Barb Cooke (Manager),Chris
Prendiville (Captain), Ron Manoogian,
Coach, •Gayle' Cameron (Co-captain), Jon
Crockett Asst. Coach, 2nd Row-Karen
Regan, Mary Crawford, Wendy Taylor, Jane
Vrbanski, Kim Lindgreri',Eileen Buckley,
Carolyn Hechler, Karen Wilsn, Lauren
Mosher, Maureen Dermody~ 3rd Row-Mary
Delorey) Patty Brown, Cathy Spillane, Kath)ll
Corliss, Maura Hawkins, Robin Gautrea11
Sue Murphy, Diana Andrews. Ruth Jamesor
and Lorraine Bogosian. Missin~ from pictur .
is Terry Guerin.

FLYING PIZZA
Telephone 697·8631
,Bridgewater delivery only
5:00-11:00
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WRA
WRA is an organizatin that all
undergraduate women belong to. By
paying the athletic fee, each woman
becomes a member. This is an
organization for the women. WRA
sponsors trips and activities both on and
off campus.Intramurals are run by the
WRA
Women· get involved nfThis dub is for
you!

President

Advisor

Kathleen Judge

Ms. Shirley Krasinski

Missing
1st V.P.
Liz Sullivan
Secratary
Joyce Army 78

Treasurer
Terry Guerin 79

2nd V.P.

Assistant Treasurer

Sharon Rogerson '80

. Nora Kenny '80.

publicity Director

Carolyn Hescher 78

Recreation CoordInator
Ann-Marie Lambalot 78

Ass/t.Publicity Director
Reenie Deabrais '79

Intramural Assistant

Cheryl Nelson '79
~

I

Sports Director
Paula Hutch '80

Intramural Assistant
Lisa Mattei 79
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MAA
OBJECTIVES

To try to involve ALL male and female
students in athletics and intramurals.
To sponsor trips to athletic and
recreational events.
To answer all questions on new
activities and to assist students on any
problems as far as sports and eligiblity
requirements
"

President
Frank DiCristifaro '78

Joe Yeskewics
Advisor·

Vice~President

Timothy Lally 79

Ass't Secratary

Corresponding Sec.

Peter Baskauskus '78

nm Kane '78 ::

Publicity Director

Senior Delegate

Doug Daniels '78

Ray Oberg 78

Missing
Secratary

Bob Harrington
Treasurer
Peter Hayes ""78

Sophomore Delegate
Greg Kasabian'80
Junior Delegate
Jim Billings 79

IM/Rec. Coord.
The Bridgewater State College Athletic
"Department would like to introduce Ms.
Candy Kendall as our new reereation and
intramurrals co-ordinator.
Ms. kendall received her Bachelor of
Science degree in Health and Physical
Education in 1976 from Baldwin Wallace
College in Berea, Ohio. She then attended
Miami University in oxford, Ohio receiving a
Master of Education degree in 1976. Ms.
Kendall also worked asa graduate assistant
in the Intramural andRecreation Department
at Miami University.
This year Ms. Kendall is replacing Ms. Judy
Bard as intramural coordinator. As for as her
objectiJ)es, for the future she would like to see
greater participation in intramural activity·~
students as weir as faculty!
Any specllic" interests of student sand
faculty as far as suggestions are welcome.
Ms. Kendall can be reached in room 109 at the
Kelly Gymnasiurnor at ext. 280. "
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by JoAnn Merzigian
Have you ever noticed Larry Buchine
walking around campus? Larry is currently
attending BSC's graduate program in order
to obtain a Master's Degree in Adaptive
Physical Education. A Speech Pathologist
and Past President of the New England
Handicapped Sportsmen's Association,
Waltham, Ma., Larry was a recent speaker at
the Children's Clinic. Larry also works as a
by Cheryl St. Onge
clinician on Saturdays. His theme--" A
Four games have been played by the BSC
De mo ns trat ion of the Phys ic ally
field hockey team since the COMMENTs last
Handicapped in Sports Activities."
issue. On Oct. 4th the varsity met Providence
"Celebrate" is the name of the camp and
College. With BSC's offense working strongly
the movie shown by Larry and producea·by
as a unit, freshman Lisa Vallincourt led by
the New England Handicapped Sportsmen's
scoring 2 goals while juniors Erin Egan and
Association. The film showed a clear picture
Bechy Welch tallied for 1 goal apiece. The
of recreational activities being encountered
final score BSC 4 - PC 3.
by handicapped individuals. It was a picture of
Oct. 6th the Bridgewater JV's came up
young and old alike, conquering "just a little
against SMU's varsity. dPlaying a wellinconvenience" in the form of tennis, golf,
balanced game. Bsc had 2 goals from Sally
waterskiing, snowskiing, swimming, and
Hoague and Cheryl Mesheau but SMU had 2
horseback riding. Such past moving and
goals of their own to create a 2-2 tie.
difficult sports for the handicapped to achieve
BSC travelled to the University of Conn. on
to gain confidence.
Sat. Oct. 8. Playing the best game of the
Larry has been a major part in the
season so far, the varsity tied UConn 1-1.
development of programs at various ski
Credit should be given to freshman goalie,
resorts including Haystack Mountain,
Cathy MacAllion. Cathy held UConn
Vermont (which was the thrust of the
scoreless under constant pressure with hard
program). Mount Sunapee, Canon Mountain,
shots on net and even a penalty stroke. Becky
New Hampshire. A lot of work is also being
Welch scored the lone goal for BSe with
done for summer programs at friends' homes
UConn scoring in the waning minutes of the
on lakes in Douglas, Ma., and tennis and
game. The BSC wJ.V:s kept the pace that
gymnastics programs in New Hampshire.
the varsity set with holding UConn scoreless.
Equipment for the program, such as an
Paula Hutch gave the J. V.'s a super win by
outrigger for skiing, is often made and
scoring a goal with 29 seconds left in the game
donated by various schools and
for a final score of 1-0.
organizations.
Wednesday Oct. 12th brought BSe back
The stress in this program is on
home to their home field to play
mainstreaming. The·· sport must take place
Northeastern. BSe rose to the occasion by
along with normal individuals, although
beating rival NU with a score of 1-0. An evenly
instruction is given by a teacher with a
matched contest from start to finish had
handicap. The program has been developed
Becky Welch scoring for BSe. Becky's shot
t6 rehabilitate the child or adult
totally fooled Northeastern's goalie and was
psychologically. They are, therefore, given a
the only goal Bridgewater needed for a
chance to see other handicapped people
victory. Again the J. V.'s showed that they can
participating in sports in order to enhance
score when it is needed for they defeated
their own body image and outlook on life
Northeaster J.V:s by a score when it is nof 2·
Those becoming proficient in a specific sport
1. Scoring were Jackie Fay and Sally Hoague.
will then become instructors.
The varsity record now stands as 4-1-1
Eastern Regional Handicapped races and
National Handicapped races are held each while the J.V.'s are undefeated with a record
year to give students a chance to compete of 4-0-2. BSC is on the road for the next 3
games. The varsity will be travelling to Maine
against many others across the country.
Larry hopes that one day he will be able to on Oct. 21st to meet UMaine at Portland and
develop a sports complex in the state of on Sat. Oct. 22nd against Bates. On tuesday
Massach.usetts for competition. for the Oct. 25th, both teams will travel to Central
Conn. with starting time set at 3:00.
handicapped.
"PUSH-INS"-Good job to all varsity players
who did their 20 laps around the field and 10
sprints up the hill in ONLY 20 mir)utes.(It
took more like I hour and 20 minutes.)
Congratulations to the bus driver for the
UConn game. He has officially won the
"Where Am I?" award for taking the team on a
scenic view of Conn. for a total of 8 and a half
hours on the bus_
And finally, even though the Umass game
was canceled until Nov. 6, Cheryl Patterson
still made the .scene at the Umass
HomecomIng!!! Wonder Why??

Field Hockey
Adds

Celebrate

4

Pucksters
Ready
By Candice Kil110n

The Bridgewater State hockey team will be
making its 1977-78 pre-season debut in a
scrimmage game against the University of
Rhode Island (URI) at 6:00 p.m. Friday,
October 21st. The Game, which will be the
first to be played at the Bear's new home rinkthe family recreation rink, located on Cauton
Street, Route 138, Taunton,-should provide"
an excellent view of .the fast-moving,
aggressive play that sse will be showing
throughout regular season play.
Both coach~s Fred Johnson and Bob
Carpenter, who last year brought the team to
its (11-11-0) record-·the best in their seven
year history, will be returning for their second
year with the Bears. As yet, they have not
announced those skaters who will make-up
the official BSC. team--another factor that
should make the scrimmage Friday,
especially hard hitting and· fast, since the
players will be competing against, not only
URI, but each other in their bids for one of the
27 positions on the roster. However, the
available. talent assures . that BSC will be
strengthened in every area of play--defense,
forwarcI, cmd the goal. Without a doubt, the
Bridgewater icemen will have their first
winning season. More important BSC will, for
the first time,. be a serious contender for the
ECAC Division II Championship.
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THE DEAN OF BEER

SUGGESn ALL STUDENTS IMPROVE

EIR

READING. WRITING. AND PUNTING.

Fellow Beer Perso ns, life is full of probl ems.
Fortu nately , as your~Dean of Beer, I am fun of
answ ers. For exam ple, many probl ems can be
avoid ed with good readi ng skills. Such as
~~Danger. Wild Boar Ahea d:'
Many other s can be avoid ed throu gh good
writing skills. Such as "Dea r Mom, Send Cash~'
Howe ver, some probl ems requi re more.
Some probl ems requi re special attent ion.
Such as "Goo d eveni ng, Officer. What can
I do for you?"
That is why, in additi on to the fine arts
of readi ng and writing, I recom mend you
maste r the fine art of punting. Preferably
with either foot. That is also why I am
offeri ng $5.00 off the sugge sted retail
price of an official, intercollegiatequalit y Witl.on: football, with the
Schlitz emble m. So you can'
practi ce. (Besides, no one would
be intere sted if I offere d $5.00
off on lip balm.) Class
dismissed.

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,
I
I
f

To purcl}ase your PASS'
TH~ WOR D T-Sh irt, call

Siglinda's beer perso n on
campusBob Harrington
697 -8321 ext. 393

AND SAVE UP TO $5.00

I

MOW OMLYS14.95

I
I
I

THESUCiCiESTED RETAIL PRICE :
OFFICIAL w~ FOOTBALL. I
nd order with'c hecko r money'order payable to:
Schlitz' "Dean of Beer"
, Post Office, Box 9448
St. Paul, Minnesota 55194
Gentlemen, please send:

;. Date_ '_ _.,.--_

I

I
I

_ _ SchlitzIntercollegiate-QualityFootbaH(s)@ $14.95 each.

I

'_'_'_

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Quantity

Schlitz "Dean of Beer" Athletic Jersey(s) in siie(s) _ _
Quantity - (small. medium . large, extra-la rge) at $4.50
each. .

$_'_'_Total enclose d-inclu des shipping and handling.
Ship to:
Name(print)~,_.,~

_ _---,-_... ,..____ ____ __

Addres s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......;........_.,..-_-'-

City _ _' -c:-- ----- ---' State _ __
(e) 1977 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., MihV(H1ke{~. Wb. 53201

I
I

.Zip _ __

Offer void where prohibi ted by law.
AUmv 4\ weeks for ~hipment. Offer e}{pires March 1, 1978.

1-
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Joshua At BSe

National Theatre
Of The Deaf

The National Theatre of the Deaf
visited Bridgewater State College
with their interpreted version of The
Three Musketeers on Wed.,
October 5, and gave one of the most
brilliant performances ever to grace
the stage of the .Student Union
auditorium. "For the past nine
years, The National Theatre of the
Deaf has delighted and astonished
audiences on three continents with
joyous, colorful work in an exciting
new medium." It was unforgettable
to have had the chance to view and
experience theirexcellent
performance.
The Company's version of the
novel by Alexandre Dumas
contained everything from role
reversal and sexist connotations to
twentieth century slang. It took
place anywhere from Harlem in 1977
to ancient Japan, to 16th century
Paris, the origanal setting of the
play.
The use of symbolism and body
movement was effective and
blended well with the colorful,
imaginative attire of the cast and set.

by Joe McDonald
The Joshua concert at BSC on
Oct. 5 was excellent from all points
of view. Musically the group has a
good potential. The music ranged
from slow to hard rock and from
blues to jazz and mellow country.
The 'audience reacted just like a
controlled crowd should, they
appr~ciated both the band and the
music. It was a pleasant change
from most concerts I have seen
where people are stoned and
t.:;ssing chairs and what have you.
The skits (along with the band's
"stage rap") that were performed
during the breaks between the
songs, continued to be amusing
while they struck home a point.
As far as the individual musicians
go, the keyboards were fast and
funky and took the spotlight when
necessary. The lead guitarist, who
was only playing at his second gig,
showed great skill. His licks were
sometimes mellow, sometimes fast
and fuTious. The drummer put out a
strong beat while giving the
impression that he was not working
very hard. The gentIeman.on lead
guitar/vocals did exactly what he'
was assigned to do. He kept the
crowd on their feet with his
guitarwork and man~ged to get
them involved with his moving vocal
delivery. The female vocalists sang
with such furor that they stunned

The second act of the· play
seemed to draw more audience
response, probably due to the fact
that the close harmony between the
speaking actors and hand speeches
of the deaf actors and actresses was
being communicated to the
audience.
The scenery and stage props
were also contributing factors to the
effectiveness of the company's performance. This was especially
noticeable in an imaginary underthe-sea scene,in which the whole
audience seemed to experience the
sensation of being many dark
leagues under the ocean.
Finally, as "The Three
Musketeers" drew to an end, we
were once again astonished at the
versatile performer's transform
ation of characters, for the exiting
Queen of France was now a
convincing rendition of Scarlet
O'Hara going back to. 'Tara."
The National Theater of the Deaf
is truly a theater for the deaf and the
hearing. '1t is a Theater whose
voice must be seen!"

ACADErJY AWARD WINNER

BEST PICTU E

Far East Rug Co.
by Donna Corio
_
On Thursday evening, October 6,
the BSC Ensemble Theatre
presented an unforgettable
experience--the Far East Rug Co.
The company, which consists of two
very versatile performers, Hank
Woronicz and Mark Cartier,
unveiled an enjoyable evenins.m
.comedy, mime, and dramal
A cameo .appearance oy
Ensemble Theater president Steve
Martin got things rolling andfrom
that moment on, the magic of the
Far East Rug Co. took effect. The
.
.' fast-paced ·action and
c8ntin~ous situational changes kept
the audience alive with expectation .. Satirical spoofs' ranged from
such subjects as college orientation

Choral Society
The Choral Society would like to·
annOUnce its first concert· of the·
semester on Friday, October 28,
1977 at 8:00 in the Student Union
Auditorium.
Dr. Maxine Asselin and Dr,
Theodore Davidovich will be
conducting the Women's Glee
Club, Americana Singers, Chorale
and Chamber Singers in secila as
well .as spiritual pieces by such
nineteenth and twentieth century.
compo sers as Brahms, Medellsahn and S. Adler, Accompanists
for Women's Glee and Americana
Singers will .be Dr. Ian Johnstone
and Joan Knudson. Dr. Henry
Santos. who will accompany

Chorale, will also feature selections
from Gottschalk in a solo piano
segment.
As a preview to the style of music
that will appear in the major
:::oncert, the entire Chorale Society
wm give a miniconcert to be held on
Tuesday, October 25, at 11:15 in
either the Student Union lobby or
the Auditorium foyer. Coming on
December 9 will. be our Christmas
Concert containing more. traditional
Christmas pie~es by such
composers as R.V. Williams~ W.
Spencer and K.. Mychem. Each
promises to be a delightful
performance!

Bridgewater Calender
October 21

.'

.

. Bob Connely and B().b .!\iesilius at the Chameleon Coffeehouse.

October 23
fheProgram·Comm1ttee will sponsor the film "Rocky" on October 23 &
~"

October 25
Folk musician in the foyer and the Rat.

October 27

.

Disco in the Rat,
October 28 '
. Jim Palanaat the Chameleon Coffeehouse.
october 29
Bana in the Hat

October 31

.

i

The Program Committee will sopnsor the film "The Omen".

November 5
A two man show of printing, print, drawing and sculpture by Vincent
Di Mattio and Edward Jankowski. Through December 2 at the
Bridgewater State College Art Building.
November b
The Program Committee will sponsor the film '~h,e ,Sting" .on
November 6 and 7,

Joshua performing on October 5.
this reviewer.
performance very professional. I
All in all, the concert was a predict that as the years pass, the
tremendous success. It appeared band will pick up popularity and
that everyone involved was enjoying begin the slow rise to the top. All I
the experience. Igive the band and can say is that the entire show was
the crowd credit for making the pleasing to the senses.

and college life to a radio interview
with mime Marcel Marceau.
One of the most dazzling aspects'
of this very funny show was the
quick.and easy hilarious transition of
characters.
One moment, the audience would
be watching a college graduation
and then suddenly find themseIvees
watching a version of the Meow Mix
commercial.
Though all skits were entertaining, I found myself totally
amused at the realistic interpretation of BSC's book detector
mach~ne in the library and the BSC
cafeteria, which is Known as a
gourmet's delight.
We can prabably attribute this
realism to the fact that both men are

BSC graduates_
. After ten minutes of intermission
which ailowed the two performers
to make a costume change the·
audience was again de lighted with
another. aspect ,_ of .the .talent~d ;.:.
comedy team:-nine pantommimes
performed with .full attire and.
makeup.
. The facial expressions and
flawless body movement combined
with acrobatic agility further
enhanced the effectiveness of the
performers ·character portrayals.
The excellent material combined
with the superb craftmanship of
Hank Wororricz and Mark Cartier
are the factors of the Far East Rug
Co.'s hypnotic appeal.

The Circus is Coming

by Gil Bliss
The dazzling new 106th Edition of
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
circus. will appear· at the· Boston
Garden from Wednesday, October
19 through Monday" October 31,
proudly presenting a kaleidoscope
of Circus superlatives, a spectacular
overflowing with outstanding
attractions, production extravaganzas and debut performances.
The sparkling· new edition
features acts and attractions from
more than IS countries. Among the
headliners are~ Ursula Boettcher
and her ten performing polar bears the first act of its kind in this country
in over 30 years, and the second
en ma~not:h
Circus act from the German,
Democratic Republic ever to appear·
troupe of their kind in the world, are presented by Ursula Boettcher ofthe
in the U.S.; Charly Baumann.
German Democratic Republic in the l06th edition of Ringling Bros. and
jnternation~lJyacclaimed tiger
Barnum and Bailey Circus which is coming to the Boston Garden
trainer; Michu, the Smallest Man in
Wed~esday, October 19 through Monday, October 31
the World;· the Gaona Family, eartfi; The Tzekovi Highwire Boston Mass:, Mark Anthony and
world-famous aerialists featuring Troupe from Bulgaria in a display of . "chief clownNSteve LaPorte leading
Tito. Gaona in a perilous blindfold . aerial expertise introducing the the Laugh Brigade!
triple somersault; New York City's world's only wire-walking bear; The
Five new production extravaKing Charles Troupe, combining Flying Farias, trapeze artists from ganzas sparkle in a million dollar
basketball and unicycle wizardry; Cuba, featuring I3-year old Julio wardrobe to make this the most
ElvinBale andhis.death-defyingleap Faria, the youngest person to memorable circus ever.
from the single trapeze; master the triple somersault; The
This year's engagement includes
equestrienne Jeannette Williams Grantcharovi from Bulgaria· ina twenty-five performances. Tickets
e~hi?iting a. h.and~ome parade .of graceful acrobat adagio; the are. $7, $6, $5, and $4 and are
LIPPlzan .stalhons, Axe!. GautIer Wozniaks of Poland, oresenting available at the Boston Garden Box
Office, local Ticketron Outlets, or
commandmg t~e world s largest teeterboard thrills.
herd of performmg el~phants, .and a
The World's Largest Collection of by charging it to your Bank~t:neri. .
host't'
other
three'~lt1g fAvor}t~s\
.. iVowns.
tr-l
. ...a.\..I
.·d"".'.. Zan·····.··.·
t··.. ·t . ·thp - car·d (ViQA). ·or Mast&>r 17. h~rgQ/ hy
. 't_ d"..... ··t··
ly alllC;:S,
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..... '''''.', . , ' .~.P.,.. . . .
DISofmqU1Srteq.JuS
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Nothing like a nice six-pack along with Monday mght tootOall, or a 01g,
cold, frosty mug of beer at the Fourth of July picnic. But would you hoist
that foaming brew to your thirsty lips if you knew it contained amylase,
protease, beta glucanese, EDT A, 'silicone antifoams and
amyglycosidase? These and many other aditives are now routinely used
by the giant corporate brewers which now turn out most of the 158million barrels of "b2er'" that Americans drink every year. Traditkmally,
beers have been composed of four essential ingredients: water, malted
barley. hops and yeast. But in the modern U.S., more than on third of the
grains used in brewing beer in 1976 were not barley malt at all. And the
next time you hear about "beechwood aging", forget those visions of
huge wooden casks filled with aging beer. Anhe{.lser-Busch in reality
simply throws .scrap beechwood slats into its stainless steel aging vats.
Do all these chemical shortcuts and additives make a real difference in
the product? Let's put it this way. American "beer" cannot be legally sold
in several European countries.
'.
Don't pop that beer, open it from the bottom, say beer can collectors.
Then, they're more valuable, according to experts on the latest fad
sweeping the country. "Beer can collecting just might be the an~wer to
Hawaii's roadside litter problem", said Gene,Golfo, who recently moved
to Hawaii from Youngwood Pennsylvania. "You'd be surprised at how
many people collect beer cans. I've been at it for 15 years." A can of
Hawaii's Primo may sell for as much as $2 on.the mainland and with the
rising price of other domestic and foreign beer cans, citizens may be
motivated to hunt them down while at the same time helping to clean the
environment. Or they may just be removing litter from outside to inside.
Rick Rinabarger just wanted his friends to have a good time. They
were having a summer party on the shores of Smith Lake in Northern
CalifOrnia, and Rick attempted to drop them several cases of beer from
his airplane. Trouble was, it wasn't Smith Lake Rick dropped his beer
into, but Grass Lake. And those folks frolicking at the Shore's edge were
not his -expectant and thirsty friends, but were instead a church group
that thought they were being bombed. The party-poopers reported the
plane's identification number and Rick was fined $65--for depositing litter
in inland water.
A Southern California liquor store is making a hefty profit off the
state's law banning open beer cans in cars and public parks. The store
owners are unfortunately selling a piece of plastic for 50¢ that looks just
like the outside of a Coca-Cola can. By slipping the plastic sleeve on the
outside of a beer can, Californians can drink beer while driving. at
strolling on the beach without fear of arrest. Those using the phoeny can
cover, however, must be carefull not to get too dose to a police officer,
'because the words Coca-Cola are purposely mispelled to avoid a
trademark suil
A New York researcher has come to the conclusion that boozing
prevents balding. According to Dr. George Deleon, winos he observed
in New York's Bowery section were rarely--if ever--bald, DeLeon
wondered if their drinking habits were connected to their hairy pates,
and set out to study the matter. After comparing baldness rates an10ng
groups of winos, academics,' businessmen and shopkeepers, DeLeon
found that winos do indeed keep their hair longer then most other men.
Only 36% of all winos interviewed by DeLeon went bald, while 71% ofthe
academics lost their hair.
Will it be another cold winter. T.D. Lingo of the Adventure Trails'
Research and Development Laboratories on Laughing Coyote
Mountain in Colorado is waiting till Halloween for his prediction. Lingo
swears that every Halloween, the bears come out to eat kinnikinnick
,berries, and thereby hangs a tale. Kinnikniinck berries produce both
carbohydrate within the berry and a natural yeast on the outside of the
berry. Lingo says that when the two combine in the bear's stomach, the
bear gets quite drunk, to the interest of all around. If the berry's yeast and
carbohydrate production is 19w, the bear makes a sedate drunk, and
there will be. a mild winter. But if those berries are high in both. the
carbohydrates and the yeast--watch-out! The bear, drunk as a skunk
after gorging on kinnikinnick, clambers up a tall and skinny tree. There
he (or she) clings, yowling at the moon and swinging inarca till the tree
breaks. And that means it11 be a cold winter. So says T.D. Lingo, at least.
There's nothing unusual about inmates trying to break OUT of prison.
But here's one 'Who tried to break IN. Guards at California's infamous
San Quentin prison this week arrested e man for illegally entering the
prison grounds. The man, Antonio BaJderama of Yuba City, said he
broke into San Quentin to spread the word of God among the inmates.
Balderama, who previously did time at San Quentin; apparently climbed
over the prison fences in the middle of the night. He was discovered during the morning head count, when the guards found, mucti to their
puzzlement, that they had one prisoner too many.
It seems that campus cafeterias are maintaining their reputation for
lousy cooking. Two undergraduates recently plowed through mounds of
garbage to prove how much students disliked c2ifeteria food. Donning
aprons and rubber gloves, the two soon collected piles of uneaten ,
blintzes,mashed potatoes, pedS, salad and roast beef. In the end, they
,counted out 15 and a half pounds of edible food that had been discarded.
Campus officials immediately responded to the experiment by chastising
the students for being wasteful. But the students countered by saying the
waste was evidence that the food tasted bad. The only one who was
happy with the experiment was a dog owned by cafeteria workers, who
~ound up eating allIS and a half pounds of left-over beef.
. Elvis Presley may have been murdered. So says San Antonio psychic,
Donna Earth Spirit, who claims she has spoken with Elvis Presley on two
separate occasions,during seances. Ms. Spirit says Elvis told her that
someone had tampered with his medication, eaither accidentally or on
purpose. She says Elvis seemed to feeJ'that it was on purpose. And, just
like the Kennedy assassinations had hearings, so will the death of Elvis
Presley, public hearings, no less. The psychic says she will has a prayer
meeting and seance at which over 1,000 are expecte<;i to attend. She says
"Elvis has promised, me that each and everyoite showing up will
personally feel Elvis touch them." Why did the King of Rock and Roll pick
! ~ ftn: ~b~~~r~ ;~~n ,~nt?t;lipj p.;~YFh~,q?i ~$' Sp!i~~~ ~<txs~"r:lvij3 :'-Y,~~~~~a"1~.~!, ",
':; per~n,i J1e ha(fsoJnu~,~,tp. 9l\(ethei~9!rlQy,~t ~t;1,Qey~ry,tp?':t~~~~ 5 9~ad"
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The Student Union Program
Committee has events planned to
please everyone this month, starting
with the blockbuster film Rocky.
Catch it before studying on Sunday
October 23 at 6:30 or between
classes on Monday October 24 at
noon in the auditorium.
For those who like folk music,
there will be foyer Irat entertainment
on Tuesday, October 25. Listen and
enjoy in the foyer between 11 and 1
and in the Rat from 5-7 :30.
Get downjn the Rat for a Disco,
Thursday, October 27 from 7-11
·p.m. Bump and boogie to your
favorite disc0 hits.
Get in the spirit of trick or treating
at a Halloween Party, Saturday, the
29th. There will be scarecrow
building, bobbing for apples, donut
, eating, and and costume judging.
Prizes will beawarded, so ~ out
your masks.' EntertainrneI1t will' be
provided by D.J.SullilJan, so head
on up to the ballroom for a totally
bewitching experience.
In keeping with the Halloween
mood on October 31, get spooked
at The Omen showing in the
auditorium at noon and again at
6:30.
Watch for entertainment in the
foyer on November 3.
Starting the month of November
off right is the Homecoming concert
on Thursday. November 3 at 8 P.M.
This year features the ,Pousette
Dart Band and a a special guest
star, Tom Rush and his band.
Tickets will be $4 with a Bridgewater
State College 1.D. and $6 for the
general public.
The Homecoming celebration
continues with, super events on
Saturday, November 5. In the
Rathskeller there
be a buffet and
a band. Tickets are $1.50 with a
Bridgewater State College I.D. and

will

'-

Roun~al?out ~ont..
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Rocky (Sylvester StaDone) ,is an overage club fighter, who gets an
unexpected chance for a world championship fight in ROCKY.

$2.50 for alun1ni. Featured in the
ballroom is a nightclub with a
futuristic them, "Star Bars." Tickets
are$2 with a Bridgewater State
College I.D. and $3 for alumni. The
only bad thing these events is how to
decide between the two.
To complete-this big weekend is a
"showing of The Sting on Sunday~
November 6 at 6:30 and again on

'. .

'..'.

he still has not outlived hiS usefulness. Elvls proposes to wnte a book
through me via automatic writing," Now, if Howard Hughes could just
send in his will via that same medium.
Environment magazine reports that the most serious threat to the
individual's right to privacy may be from aerial surveillance. The
magazine says that the technology in use in Russian and American
satellites is so advanced that according to the Stockholm Internation'ai
Peace Research Institute, satellite cameras in orbit around the Earth two
years ago were capable of taking pictures on the ground so detailed that
items as small as 10 'inches would be recognizable. Environment
magazine says that "The citizenry apparently does not yet 'feel' this
constant observation ... probably because few people observe aerial
photo planes or satellites passing overhead, and the connection between
such overflights and governmental or corporate decisons is not easily
seen."
More than 300 students at the University of Maryland have signed up
for a course entitled, "Soap ·Operals and Daytime Television." As you
might have feared, the course consists of watching TV for 30 minutes,
and then discussing the characters and theirromances'for the rest ofthe
period. Essays are also written. Professor David Feldman, who teaches
the class, says that since there are 50 few good novels these days,
television dramas are a substitute. Perhaps the next step will be a
Master's Program on "Turning on and Tuning in Your TV."
Parental pressure to get good grades in school caused more than 800
Japanes teenagers to commit suicide last year. Most of the suicides came
as a result of the students' inability to complete strenuous amounts of
homework or poor grades on school examinations. Such exams are
necessary for admission into colleges and training schools, and are
consldered to be the ticket to a financially viable career.
See you Roundabout
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Monday at noon in the auditorium.
Finally, the Amazing Kreskin, a
scientific investigator of the power
of suggestion and various areas of,
E.S.P.will be featured in the
auditorium Monday', the seventh at·

8 P.M.

\

Look for more info these events
and ticket sales in upcoming issues
of the Comment.

I
Far East Rug
Co. to Return
The Far East Rug Company will
appear once again due to popular
d-emand at, the Horace Mann
Auditorium on November 3rd at
7:30 p.m.
An eveing of just about everything
from mime to comedy to dance to
drame will be presented by the two
members of Far East, Mark Cartier
and Hank Woronicz.Both are
members' of the i976 graduating
class here at BSC, and have
pursued their theater career in
the Bridgewater and South Shore
area. They are now members of the
New England Children's Theater
Guild > as well as the writers
directors and producers ofFar East:
Tickets will go on sale soon at
$1.00 for one of the best
entertainments yet to arrive at BSe.
. The evening is being, sponsored by
the Ensemble Theater.
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H9mecoming Concert

Calender of Events
Outside Bridgewater A-rea
Current
The American U-ream by .....Jward Albee at Meetinghouse Tbeatre ::afe. Albee's hilariously perceptive one-act view of ali atypical day in the
ife of a typical American family, presented in Coffeehouse-Theatre
:ormat (coffee and refreshments seved before and, after the
)erformance.) Wednesday through Saturday evenings 'at 9:00 p.m.
~dmission for all performances, $3.00/ (A.T.S. vouchers accepted as full
ldmission. Runs through Sat., Nov. 12. Phone: (617) 227-8157.

EXHIBIT of original manuscripts, correspondence and
jhotographs relating to the Italian Opera and specifically to
3iuseppe Verdi, Gioacchino Rossini, Gaetano Donizetti and
vincenzo Bellini. Items from Boston University's Special
:olledions include the original manuscript-of a song sighned and
:iated 1835 by Bellini; an original handwritten letter from
Jonizetti to the Duke Visconti on September.27, 1834,
:oncerning the opera Maria Stuarda; and a portion ofthe original
nanuscript from II Trouatore, signed and dated cy Verdi on
::'ebruary 24, 1855. The display is open to the public from 8:30
:t.m.-12:00 Midnight Monday-Thrusday, 8:30 a.m.-lO:OO p.rn:
::'riday-Saturday, and 2:00-10:00 p.m. on'Sunday on the second
100r of Boston University's Mugar Memorial Library, 771
:ommonwealth Ave., Boston.
Pousette-Dart Band

ART EXHIBIT--Five nationally known painters, JerraJd ~alance,
Vance Kirkland, Joyce Weinstein, Paul Martin and Yun James Yohe, will
exhibit their work through Nov. 9 at Northeastern University's Dodge
Library Art Gallery, 360 Huntington Ave. Hours are Monday and
Tuesday 9 to 5, Wednesday 9 to 9, Thrusday and Friday 9 to 5, and
Saturdays 1 to 5. The exhibit is free·and open to the public; For further
information call 437-2348.

by Gil Bliss
The S.U. Program Committee is
presenting two quality acts for
Homecoming this year.
Opening the show will be
nationally-known recording artist
Tom Rush· and his band making
their second appearance here at
Bridgewater. Long a figure in the
Cambridge folk scene, Rush's
interpretations of songs by budding
folk singers Joni Mitchell and
Jackson Browne helped get their
careers started.
The second group of the night will
be the Pousttte-Dait Band who
record on Capitol Records. This·
Boston based' combo, led by
guitarist-songwriter Jean PuseteeDart will be. making· their third
·appearance in a Bridgewater stage,
and their first since their spectacular
rise to. national prominance to
following the release of their debut
album. .Having issued a strong
follow-up record(Amnesia) the
group presents a pleasing show with
beautiful harmonies and skillful
instrumentation. Foremost in the
instrurrumtal field is John. Curtis
who demonstrates great ability on
banjo, ,mandolin, and acoustic
guitar.
This concert is a departure from
Student Union policy in that after a
week of exclusive sale to BSe
students, any remaining tickets will
be offered to the public. The sale will -___

Due to popular demand, Gary L Blumsack and Stage Productions
has extended its run of Israel Horovitz's liThe Indian Wants The Bronx"
through October 23, 1977. Called the "most faithful, most exciting
production since New York" by Horovitz, the production has enjoyed
rave reviews during its Boston run. Curtain is at 8:00 p.m. Tuesday
through Sunday at the Charles Playhouse Stage 3, 76 Warrenton St.,
Boston. Prices are $4.00 and $4.50. For reservation call 338· 7807 or Quik
Charge 426-6210.
. ,',The Trinity Square RepatoryCompanypresentsGeotge Kelly's ,"The
Show· Off" in the Company's Downstairs Theatre. Performances are
Tuesdays through Sundays at 8 p.m. through Nov. 20. For more
information. cnll (40n .'iSl·4?42. :,;

spec~lcular,

LOVEUGHT, the laser
-has been brought back by
popular demand. At the Charles Hayden Planetarium Thursday through
Sunday evenings. Tickets are $3 pe! person. For further information, call
723·4586.
.
The works of American sculptor,o'aniel Chester French are on display
at the Fogg Art Museum in Cambridge through November 30.
October 21
.
"Electric Friday"- electronic Music concert under the direction of
Robert Ceely. Works of New England Conservatory students Milton
Bannitt, Richard Boulanger, Michael Botham, Thomas Wells. NEC
'Student Lounge, 33 Gainsborough: Street, Friday 8 p.m.
October'2S" \. --, - - - ._"The Outcast" written and performed by Mime Gary Shore will be
presented at the Boston Repatory Theatre through Nov. 5. Tickets are
$3 ,$4 ,$5. For more informati?n call 4323-6580.

rom Rush

begin Monday October 24 at 2:30 in
the Ticket Booth by the auditorium.
The price will be $4 each (a bargain)
and 2 tickets may be purchased per

LD. The public sale will begin Oct.
31 at $6 apiece. Don't miss a chance
to see top quality entertainment at a
good price in your own backyard.

Mime Zwi Kanar will perform at the Ell Center Ballroom of
Northeastern University as part of his four-month residency at the
school. For further information, call 437-2247.

Randy Newman Concert

"Life and Arts in the XV Century" as part of the French Civilization as
reflected in the Arts,. as sevice a slide tape lecturer, in French and
English. (Tuesday in English, Thursday in French.) Tuesday, October 25
by Gil Bliss
at 1:30 p,m.at the Boston University School of Management, Room 536,
The month of October was
685 Commonwealth Ave., Boston_
graced with the rare appearence of
October 26
one of the music scene's more
Symphony Orchestra--Larry Livingston, music director/conductor.
interesting individuals. Song writer
Program to include Guiseppi, Overture to Nabucco; Mozart, Symphony
and singer Randy Newman made an
34, K. U 338; Modest Mussorgsky/ Maurice Ravel, Pictures from an
appearence at t Boston's Symphony
Exhibition. Jordan Hall. Wednesday, 8 p;m.
Hall and also Don Law's new c1ubOctober 27
theater, the Paradise
"Life ,and Arts in the XV Century" as part of the French Civilization as
My tickets to the former ended up
reflected in the Arts-- a slide tape lecture in French. Atl:30 at the Boston
stm:m-Iocked at Long Island" But I
UniversitySchoolofManagement,Room536,685CommonwealthAve..,
was fortunate enough to obtain a
'Boston.
pair ( $8.50 each) to the Don Law
October 28
spectacle. The newly opened
The Boston University Repertory Orchestra in, a performance
Paradise Theater,onCommonsponsored by the.School of Music at Boston University. At 8:00 p.m. at
wealth Avenue, is an attempt to
the· Boston University School for the Arts Concert Hall 855
present "middle level" acts (heard
' o f , but not too big ) in a barCommonwealth Ave., Boston.
October 3 0 '
nightclub setting by Boston
The Brockton Symphony Orchestra ~ Michel Sasson, Conductor- will
mllionaire concert promoter Don
present ifs 30th Anniversary Fall Concert on Sunday, October 30th at
Law.
.7:30 p.m. at the Brockton High School Auditorium. The program will
Two years had elapsed since the
include Wagner's Prelude To Act mof Lohengrin, Paginini's Violin
last Boston appearance of Randy
Concerto in D"major, and Berlioz's Fantastic Symphony. Shlomo Minty,
Newman, and
two years had
an Isra-e1l Virtuoso Violinisf will be the featured soloist. Reserved seats
separated the previous engagement
are $5.00. ($2.50 for students) For more information,call 5Ef7.1191.
as well.Self·styledmusical lyric
October 31
Newman (who also has to driVE!
or,
tour·)
h1'm'self· .to" ·wrl·te , reco'-rd
.
.
Faculty Chamber Music Senior ConcertI will be performed.
' $1 0 f
delighted a full house of devoted
1
bl
f
Sponsored by the School of Music. $3.00 or genera pu Ie,. ,l-. 0 or
f
·th. ,.'
h
f h.
students. At 8:00 .m. at the Boston University for the Arts Cini:irt Hall, ...• . ans ~l. over ~n, ..our. 0 15 musIC"
855 nornmCjriw~afth AV~.,r Boston. . .
.,
itk :i. '.~. ~j.t i;,,;,; \:, i;~," \i;ut~··:~e~:~~g~~~f.;~~l~~~~:~:~r ~i:~
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accompaniment.
Randy's songs range from bitter,
sac~stic musical comments ( Burn
On, Sail Away, Rednecks, the·list
goes on and on )to soul baring dirges
Guilty, 111 Be Home) to psuedowestern ditty ( Cowboy Riding In
The Rain) and more.
featuring songs from his new
album"Little Criminals", Newman
mixed material of his own
choosing with requests from the
audience. Many performers live a
set program of songs, but Newman
would immediately play many of the
shouted reque§ts from the 500 seat
club.
He possessed great ability to
effectively transfer the mood from
humorously comical songs ·to self
deprecating; meditative ballads.
Randy Newman has-always
appealed' to a white mic4:iIe-class
educated audience, and although he
has limited appeal, his following is
among the most fervent in modern
music. ~Evenat Don, Law inflated
prices,· and with a poorly matched
'
't (N h -11; J
op~nm~ ac
as VI ~ sames
'~~~~i g~e:~~~n:y~~I!~~~h. and
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Randy Newman
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PRESENTS

Cast
Kate- •••••••••••••••••••• • ••• Cindy Wilcox
Zoli .....-• ••••
Brad Craven
Johnny Churchill···········Tony Mastrorilli
Molly························Michele Pecoraro
Snake Eyes· •••••••••••••••• David Greene
Doc Parker············.·.·. Mike Norton
Sam Mason ••••••••••••••••• Donald Capen
til • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

l

CHORUS & DANCERS
Dianne Lalli .
Matt R~illy
Chris Beaudoin
Dennis Robinson
Laurie Miller'
Dawn McLaughlin
Susan Tomaso
Robin Silva
Sandra Ross
Elyse Krantz
Suzanne Nadeau
Cheryl Potvin
Sue Dielten
Marcella McGee
Karen Tobin
Maureen Bray
Allen 'Fleming
Julie Glauben
Dave. Nadell

Girl Crazy Opens
Tonight
The BSt Ensemble Theater
will present their 1977· 78 season
premiere, the musical comedy
"Girl Crazy" tonight ,tomorrow
and Saturday night at 8:00p.m.
in the Student Union
Auditorium
The musical , under the
direction
of Dr. Robert
Friedman, was originally
produced in 1930 with Ginger
Rogers and Ethel Merman. The
libretto has been updated to the
1950's but retains many of the
memorable George and Ina
Gershwin songs , including '1
Got Rhythm", "Embracable You

","Bidin'My Time" "But Not
For Me", and many others.
The musical director is once
once again Dr. Theodore
DaVidovich, and the show
stopping. choreography was
conceived by former BSe
student, Jody Nelson.
Tickets for the show are stilI
on sale but going fast. Admission
is $2.50 for BSe students and
5ta£f,$3.50 for all others.
Tickets are available in front
of the Bookstore until Friday
afternoon, or at the box office all
three performance nights.

Mike Norton, Michele Pecoraro (seated), Dave Greene, Brad Craven (seated) and Cindy Wilcox. Stage Manager
Jim iiarrin~Qn is on. right.
.

OCTOBER 20-21-22

8:00 pm
Student 'Union' Audito
B. S. c.
stafflstudents

.$250
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The Chorus singing "La~d of the Gay CabaUero~"
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Buy a Quarter Pounder®* and get one &ee.
We're glad you're back on campus.
And just to prove it, 'we're giving
you this bonus. Next time you
and a friend are feeling
hungry, come to McDonald's®
in Bridgewater and fill up on .
.two Quarter Pounder®*
sandwiches for the price of one.
-
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Buy one Quarter Pounder~·
get one free!
This coupon entitles bearer to
a free Quarter Pounder®
sandwich with the
purchase of a
Quarter Pouncl.e:r~I"

.®

, M e onad-S

I

I• a;;o=u__ =_=~...~ _____ ..
Offer good till Nove~ber30, 19?7. Coupon honored only at McDonald's® of Bridgewater,
. Campus Plaza Shoppmg Plaza, Bndgewater, MA. Mr. Operator: Redeem and return to above

.'. • •
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We do Itall for you .

